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[This telegram
retained by the4

is of particular secrecy and should be
authorised recipient and not passed on]

Cypher/OTP D IPLOMAT To
EcT

immmp

0

~QM 1mW YORK TO FOEwG
United Kingdom Deiegation to the United fiotdisY

No 2956
.7th cober,1947

LnE'DL PT Rt~':T "2RSONL

D. 4.45
R.12.40

p.m.
a.m.

17th
18th

Octobers1947
October,1947

Following from Secretary of State for Colonies.

Points
conversation

made to me byI
s on Palestine

Herschel
were:-

Johns on in recent

United States policy was largely that of Marshall.

(B) Any
a United

scheme must be not a United
Nations scheme.

States

(C) He was anxious that neither vacuum nor chaosshould occur when Britain withdrew but orderly transferto United Nations authority, though he appreciated
importance of Parties being forced up against need foraccomodation if dire consequences were to be avoided.

(D) He may not be altogether in agreement with us asto our position under the mandate, but appreciated andunderstood our situation and our desire for early with-
drawal. He realised that United Nations may not be as
quick to find substitute as we would like but stressed
that every effort should be made. He wanted the situation
prepared as quickly as practicable when control passes
into other hands.

2.. In conversation with Silver on October 17th I learntthat he was concerned that the difficulties of imple-mentation and withdrawal should not be disproportionately
represented. I told him that assumption underlyingAmerican statement was not one we would work on, thatsome accommodation between the parties was essential
and that while a well-planned substitute central authority
in Palestine was essential too much reliance should not
be placed on its creation and implementation. He urgedfriendliness with Britain.

Please

[Copies

pass copy to Colonial

sent to the Colonial

Office.

Office]

"

(From

(A)

but scheme

888

[Ends]

...i(SECRET)

FRCM NEW YORK TO FO-REBN l OFFICE r
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CYPIER2/OTP DEPA RTI \TTAL NOT

FROM DAMASCUS TO JIERUSALEM

:r. Dundas.
No. 82.
20th October

D: 12.52

, 1947.

p.m..20th October, 1947.

R : 2.15 p.m..20th October, 19)47.

Repeated to: Foreign Office No. I5.C779

IDiEDIA TE

Syrian Minister of Defence last 11e tha five

armed Jews claiming to be. auxiliary po ce u easing
no identification papers were arrested yesterday evening by
a Syrian patrol one and a half kilometres inside the Syrian
frontier near Banias. I have been in touch with A.D.C. S.A.F.A.D.
and a British inspector of police is coming to Damascus to-day
to identify the five.

2. inister of Defence has
&ppears to be most reasonable
members of Palestine security
occasion to cross the Syrian
unmistak ce identity papers.

cX}r

kept me fully informed and
but has requested that any
forces who may have l3gitimate

frontier should be provided with

1,...

:....



FR&M DA~aCUS) ~T$ JUSALE M

M0r. Dunds. D: 12.52 p.m.20th October, 1947.No. 32.
20th October, 1947. R: 2.15 p.m.20th October, 1947,

Repeated to: Foreign Office No. 458,

Syrian Minister of Defence last night told me thet five
armed Jews claiming to be auxiliary police but possessing
no identification papers were arrested yesterday evening by
a Syrian pa trol one and a half kilometres inside the Syrian
frontier near Banias. I have been in touch with A.D.C. S..,.F.AD.
and a British inspector of police is coming to Damascus to-day
to identify the five.

2. minister of Defence has kept me fully informed and
appears to be most reasonable but has requested that any
members of Palestine security forces who mnay have leitiate
occasion to cross the Syrian frontier should be provided with
unmistakable identity papers.
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Telephone Number: Kensington 6520

IMPORTANT
nand

URGENT.

18th Oetober,1947

To:-The Rt.Hon. Ernest
Secretary of State for
The Foreign Office,
Downing Street, London

Sir,

EBevin,M.P.,P.C.,
Foreign Affairs,

S.Wi. 1

.j9f&3

L2?_OCT
The Palestine resources - a proposition for the
consideration of His Iajesty's Government.

In view of the apparent intention of His Majesty's
Government to withdraw from Palestine, I would urge you, in the
interests of the peoples of Palestine, of our own Empire and
of the world-at.arge, to consider favourably and to take advantage
of the position which now exists as regards the Palestine Govern-
ment and myself concerning their long-standing offer to me of
rights under the Mining Laws to explore for and develop the
mineral resources in certain defined areas in Palestine. These
areas cover some 4,000 sq.kilometres of land to the South West
and South of the Dead Sea.

a similar
subject in

I am
area
my

legally entitled to c
in Transjordan, but I

present communication.

orresponding rights over
am not including this

If these exploration and development rights in
Palestine, which are still available to me, are secured by Great
Britain, they will,under International Law, provide Great Britain
with the master-key to the opening up of what is probably the
greatest storehouse of potash fertiliser minerals and of
magnesium and other minerals vitally essentialfagriculture and
industry. This storehouse, which is of colossal potential
value,is also shared by Transjordan, as part of it lies at depth
in both countries.

2. This offer, which was first made to me by the Palestine
Government in January 1933, was in respect of all minerals,
including oil. But, following the representations of certain
international oil interests, the British Government, in 1934,
intervened to cause the exploratory operations in Palestine and
Transjordan to be held up indefinitely. In 1936, the offer
was narrowed down to exclude therefrom the right to search for
oil to which I had become legally entitled in 1934.

After due consideration, I agreed to accept the 1936
offer without prejudice to the oil-position which I had already
established. But, the Arab Strike had already begun in April 1936,
and in consequence of the disturbed state of the Country
resulting from that Strike and from the subsequent Arab RevolTtion,
exploration was again held up as field-work could not be
undertaken with safety. In 1938, special oil-mining legislation
was enacted by which, no matter what happened, certain Inter-
national Groups would control the exploitation of the Palestine
oilfield.

The Palestine Government then re-affirmed its offer
to me, but the Country remained unsafe for field-work up to
the outbreak of the Second World War. During that War, His
Majesty's Government informed me that it had vetoed exploratory
work in Palestine and Transjordan for the War period.

World
In the autumn of 1945, i.e. after the end of the/War,

/the offer

4'.

,t -

1" " 4 ~f

I.}I
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To:- The Rt.Hon.Ernest Bevin,M.P.,P.C., Page 2

18th October,1947

the offer was again renewed by the Palestine Government, but, the

widespread campaign of post-war Jewish Terrorist activities which

was then launched, caused the proposed exploration, once again,

to be postponed.

3. Great Britain is desperately in need
in her food production. Furthermore, owing to
chaos following the ravages of war, the whole
re-establish its agriculture on a sound basis.

of an increase
the economic
world must

For this purpose, increasingly
fertilisers will be widely needed. But
even to the extent available in pre-war

large
these
days.

amounts of Potash f
are not forthcoming

Long before the 1914 War, Germany had established a

Monopoly of the production of Potash Salts. Although this

Monopoly-broken by the Treaty of Versailles, Germany, through

Cartel Agreements, soon mul re-established her control of the

world's production of and markets for potash salts. In 1939,

the world's supplies of potash fertilisers came mainly from ll

European sources, the output,prices and. quotas in the markets

being regulated by a German-controlled European Potash Cartel:

the bulk of the potash sold in the world's markets came from

the German Potash Mines.

During the Second World War supplies of potash fertilisers

were scanty, and since the end of that War, the amounts available

from the European sources do not reach pre-war level. For,

the Alsatian and Polish Potash Mines were deliberately sabotaged

during the withdrawal of the German Armies of occupation, and

although the German Potash Mines fell into the Allies' hands

in good working order, only a small part of their output is now

available to Great Britain and the outside world, as at least

60 per cent of the German Potash Mining area is in the hands

of Russia.

Fresh sources of supply of potash salts and fertilisers

have become an urgent necessity. The time is therefore ripe

for the foundation of a Potash Mining Industry' n Palestine based,

as in Germany, upon the mining of the subterraean deposits

of potash and magnesium minerals(carnallite) which are widely

dispersed throughout the land. In point of fact, these deposits

in Palestine( and Trans jordan) could enable a potash industry

to be built up in these lands with a producing power greater

than that of the German Potash Syndicate.

4. The subterranean deposits of mineralised chemicals,etc.,
which occur in Palestine and Trans jordan, are far greater in

extent than those which occur in the Potash Mining areas of

Germany and of other countries. Moreover, as in the German potash

areas, 'oil deposits are also to be found at depths below the

potash-bearing strata.

German and other scientists
existence of these deposits which have
fallow in the commercial interests of
of the G man Potash Syndicate and of
oil combines( vide Section VII of the

have long known of the
been deliberately kept

the I.G. Farbenindustrie,
certain international
enclosed memorandum)

matters
oil and

was

of

y first approach to
made in 1917-1918

potash fertilisers.

the British Government on
when there was a war-short

After the Government's 

these
age of
own

/appointed

p



To:--The Rt.Hon.Ernest Bevin,M.p. P.C., Page 3
18th October,1947

appointed experts had reported favourably upon my findings,
were taken to set my proposals in motion in the autumn of
1918. But, influences were already at work to decry the
potential value of these resources, and to deny the

existence, and to delay or block the systematic exploration
test-drilling of the land.

steps

ir
and

Apparently, so long as the British Government was
in control of Palestine, the disclosure and exploitation
of the=t vast resources at depth below its soil did not
suit the policies of the above-mentioned international
interests.

In consequence, official attention was directed merely

to the extraction of salts from the waters of the Dead Sea,
and the subterranean deposits of oil and minerals were ignored.
After a delay of twelve years, a Company was given rights to

exploit the waters of the Dead Sea- with certain reservations.
But, owing to the terms of the concession, this Company could

not become a competitor of the German Potash Syndicate in the

World's markets, nor could it affect the Oil position.

As a matter of fact, in 1936, this Dead Sea Company
-1 _. .t. ~ - ilf- nn --t l l d

(Palestine Potash Ltd.) became associated with-tn uerman-conu ro
European Potash Cartel, and its output by the time of the outbreak

of War in September 1939, was still only a fraction of that

needed by Great Britain. But, even if this Company were now

free from the Cartel Agreements by which the German Potash

Syndicate controlled its prices, output and quotas on the

markets, for technical reasons, and by virtue of the M

limited scope of its activities, it could never produce potash on

a scale adequate to meet the needs of Great Britain, let alone

those of the British Empire and of the awakening Far and

Middle East. This end can only be achieved by a Potash Mining

Industi establishe in accordance wit the provisions offthe

Palestine Miining Laws.

In this connexion, it is interesting to note that

the offer which was made -to me in 1933 regarding rights to

explore for and develop the oil and mineral resources of Palestine

under the Mining Laws over a large area, was consequent upon

the cancellation of the Anglo-Persian Oil Concessions by the

then Shah of Persia in December 1932*- an event which caused

grave anxiety about our oil-position in the Near and 1.idd.le East.

But when the, position i
the early months of 1933, official
the search for oil in Palestine.
significant that test-drilling for
favourably reported upon in 1934 b
concerned, has been started in ear
has decided to surrender the Manda

n Persia was re-adjusted in
delays again served to block

In fact, it is perhaps
oil in a region which was

y experts of the company
nest now that Great Britain
te and withdraw from Palestine

5. I would say that, throughout all these years, I have

held fast to my position as I have always hoped that His Majesty's

Government would, eventually, form a Chartered Company for the

development of these truly colossal resources of Palestine( and

Transjordan) in order to promote the welfare of the peoples of

these countries, and to enable the world-at-large to have access

to and to share these vitally essential commodities. Such

acti-on would be an asset of the greatest value to the British

Commonwealth of Nations which needsunrestricted access to sources

of potash fertilisers

* c~/.3)
/

el

' '1
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To:.- The Rt.Hon.Ernest BevinM.P.,P.C.

18th.October,1947
Page 4.

of potash fertiliser
in order to maintain

minerals and of magnesium and other minerals
its independence of alien-controlled cartels.

The position regarding the deposits of mineral
resources in Palestine, to which I would now draw your
attention, is similar to that which preceded the British
development of the Persian oilfields.

You may recall that it
late Mr.Pretyman, Civil Lord of
Government availed itself of the
granted to Mr.D'Arcy,by the then
Persian oilfields for the use of
British Government to acquire a
development. It is known that,
man, this oilfield would have go

was due to the foresight of the
the Admiralty, that the British
opportunity afforded by the rights
Shah of Persia,to secure the
Great Britain, and to enable the

controlling-interest in their
but for the initiative of Mr.Prety-
ne into the hands of an alien power.

The utilisation of the rights offered to me by the
Palestine Government wou enable the British Government to
secure a substantial share in the real development of the resources
of Palestine, and would safeguard her agriculture from an alien
control of essential supplies of potash fertilisers.

In the past, Germany controlled these commodities:
to-day, it is no secret that American finance is making large-scale
plans to gain possession of and to exploit the veritable
treasurehouse which exists in Palestine and Transjordan.

If, therefore,Great Britain loses the opportunity
which my position affords, and the U.S.A. should gain monopolistic
control of these illimitable resources, the American Chemical
Industry, built up since 1914, would be able to dominate the
world's chemical and fertiliser industries and markets as did
the I.G.Farbenindustrie and the German Potash Syndicate before 1939.

Such a situation would seriously affect the position
of the British Chemical Industry in the world's markets.

6. For your personal information, I would say that,some
fifteen years ago, when I had occasion to discuss the matter of
the Palestine deposits with Lord Ma.Gowan of the Imperial
Chemical Industries Ltd., he expressed the opinion that it should
be taken up by the British Government. Possibly this attitude
was due to the fact that, in those days, the I.C I. was ot a
free agent, owing to its association with the I.G.Farbenindustrie,
and the German Potash Syndicate,etc., in cartel agreements.

If the stranglehold of German interests upon American
a British, and other chemical industries was really broken by

the defeat of Germany, it is possible that Lord McGowan might
welcome the opportunity of aiding the British Government in the
proposals which I have put before you and which present
opportunities for aiding the world infinitely beyond the powers
of the present Palestine Potash Company Ltd.

Should
to call upon you

you
at

wish for
any time

further
that may

details, I shall
be convenient to

be happy
you.

have the honour
Your

to be,
obedient servant,

A.Homer),Sc.D
E7nclosure:- - A. copy of my Memorandum on the Future of

Palestine for your easy reference. A copy was
sent to you on the 6th of March,1 9 4 6 .

.,F.n.I.C.
etc.



COPY of a Memorandum compiled in January 1946 for the
consideration of the Anglo-American Committee on the
Jewish Problem in Europe and the Future of Palestine.
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A13 THE MEALS TO Ti .fid' E R OGPRITY

A L ; S T § .

BY A. Homer, M.A., Sc.D., F.R . CI.C

PTIE OiOMZ a oC EALESTI iii

Prior to, and during the early part of the Christian
Era, the lands of Palestine and Trans jordan were fertile, and
supported. thriving communities. Palestine was described as "a
land flowing with milk and honey" ; while T:rans jordan, under an
efficient system of water storage and aqueducts, was a veritable
granary from which food was exported. However, during subsequent
centuries, the despoiling hands of conquerors and of marauders
reduced many of the once-flourishing cities to ruins, denuded
the lands of trees and vegetation, and destroyed the water
system beyond the possibility of repair by the impoverished
inhabitants. The hillsides became barren, and large portions
of the countryside were changed to sandy desert wastes. In
consequence, except in the fertile maritime plain and certain
other areas, the husbandman could only wrest a bare subsistence
from the soil.

At the begin of the present century, the agriculture
of these countries, which were under Turkish rule, was considered
"backward". The improvement of the industry by the education
of the farmers, by the scientific treatment of the soil, by
the use of modern agricultural equipment, by building adequate
water-storate tanks, by boring for water, by afforestation, etc.,
needed considerable capital. Some forty-five years ago, few
financiers would have been prepared to advance to Arab land-
owners or farmers the capital needed for the large-scale
regeneration of the soil in these countries, when there are
potentially more profitable areas in the Middle East, where
there are ample supplies of river-water for irrigation.

However, a new factor had already appeared in the
Palestine picture. From 1880 onwards, Jewish refugees from
Russia and Eastern Turope obtained permission to settle in
Palestine. They established agricultural colonies, and tried
to apply modern methods to the development and regeneration of
Palestine soil. Their numbers, however, were still comparative-
ly few on the outbreak of the First 'World War.

During 1917-1918, the suzerainty of Turkey over
Palestine and Transjordan was broken. Palestine, ,hitherto
regarded by the industrially-minded Western Nations as of no
economic value, now assumed. a position of potential importance
in world affairs. For freed from Turkish rule, it could provide
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at Haifa, a harbour of importance to naval strategy which c

also serve as a point of d.ebouchment for the Oil which was t

brought from the Mosul Oilfields by pipe-line to the West;

was on the air routes for the products of the awakening hint

lands of the Middle Past in which huge oilfields were being

disclosed. Palestine had, in fact, become a land with an

economic future, worth the risk of capital expenditure on it

regeneration and westernisation.

The Bali
for the migratio
from Eastern ir
supplied with fui
also by non-ZAion:
Movement as a me
established with
methods of scien
to the problems
providing food a
and villages wer
which large numb
before the count
their numbers ha
that Commi s sions
of immigrants sb
capacity of the

a BILE

in
1938
and.

four Declaration of 1917 served as an impetus
a to Palestine of large numbers of Jews, mainly
ope and. from Russia. The movement was well

nds, provided not only by ardent Zionists, but

ists, some of whom openly regarded the Zionist

ans to an end. Agricultural colonies were
the means at their disposal to apply modern

tific farming, and of agricultural engineering,

of restoring productivity to the soil, and

nd employment for the Jewish settlers. Towns
e also built, and a streak of immigrants, of

ers were city dwellers, flowed into Palestine

ry was in a position to absorb them. By 1939,

d reached some 500,0 in spite ofthe fact
of Enquiry had recommended that the influx

ould be regulated by the economic absorptive

country.

In consequeflce of the increasing state of tension as

between Arabs Jews and the Administratioxn, His Majesty's

Govern ent issuecT1 a White Paper in 1939 embodying :proposals

for the partitioning of Palestine, and placing certain restric-

tions upon Jewish imnigrati on.

As an aftermath of t]

of Jews wish to migrate from t]

Notwithstanding the hostility
to-dy, persistent demands for
numbers of Jews into Talestine
are afoot for reclaiming large
are now desolate, and, in the
s oe4'0Y 000 Jews, the ultimn
numbers to 15,000,000 or even
consider to be the absorptive

he
hie

Second World.
ar-shattered zone

large numbers
s of Eiurope,.

of the Arab peoples, there are
the immediate absorption of great

. To accommodate them,propoSals
tracts of land in -alestine,which

near future, to settle thereon
ate aim being to increase the

20,000,000)'*, which some authorities
capacity of Greater Palestine.

Moreover it is claimed in certain quarters that ,

a result of plannedi improvements, Palestinian agriculture will

eventually provide food for the millions of immigrants in view,

and will play an important part in converting Palestine into

a prosperous and thriving commJfunitY.

..

For economic reasons, however, the ath t o the future

prosperity of Palestine lies in the foundation of industries

based upon the vast natural resources of the country, which, if

effectively developed, would make of Palestine one of th4wor d' s

ost important industrial centres. It ioes not lie in costly

schemes for the reclamation and regeneration of agricultural

land. which has suffered from centuries of neglect. For,the

capital cost of such regeneration would adversely affect the
cp economicic export

+* Omitted by mistak- from the text of the original manuscript.

would
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economic export

r7

of ag ricultural products, and hamper trade barter.

Experience has shown that an industrialised country
can attain a higher degree of prosperity and culture than it
is possible for an agricultural community to achieve. In fact,
a country whose soil is incapable of producing economically
even one-half of the food it requires, can become exceedingly
prosperous if its terrain is Vich in natural resources essential
to modern civilisationi, and if those resources are effectively
exploited and used as source materials for industries.

This generalisation is
Palestine and Transjordan, which
raw materials, from which can be
vital importance to industry and
and war.

III.

particularly applicable to
contain vast resources of
produced KrY SUBSTANCE of
commerce in times of peace

THE MLNERL ;7.j0 U 0F STIFt.

For centuries past, Palestine and Transjordan have
been considered of no economic importance, all interest .in

them being confined to their religious, historical and.
archaeological significance.

But, all unsuspected, these
have guarded one of the world's most
of Oil and Mineral wealth, of which,
recognise, the phenomena of the Dead
Sea itself, and of the Ghor, are but

land, from time immemorial,
extensive storehouses
as scientists noW
Sea Region, of the Dead
surface indications.

For some thousands of years, mankind has observed
many of these phenomena without sensing their import as to what

lay hidden at depth below the surface of these lands. Indeed,
familiar though countless millions are with the s tory, few
people, even in these sci entific times realise that the

cataclysm responsible for the destruction of Sodom and

Gomorrah and. the fate of Lot's Wife, provide visible clues
as to the existence of subterranean deposits of colossal value.

The natural resources
in extent than those upon which
huge chemical industries which

powers in the world's markets i
Sorld. Domination.

of these countries are ;reat er
Germany was able to build up

enabled. her to gain monopolistic
n preparation for her bid for

It is just over a hundred years ago since scientific

interest was aroused in these regions. Thereafter, exploratory

expeditions were sent out under the auspices of the governments

of America, Britain., Egypt, France and Turkey ; of vari ous

organisations; of Oil and Chemical interests; aid of private

persons. A wealth of valuable information was gleaned and

put on record in official report s, in scientific journals, and

in private documents available to a privileged few.

The
localities in

following
Palestine

minerals are to be found in
and Trans jordan: -

var.i ous

Limestone, Dolomite, and. phosphate-bearing
rocks of very high grade:

Alaunite, Gypsum, Rock-Salt, Carnallite:
Sulphur, Selenium, Tellurium:
Titaniferous,Manganiferous and Chromium Ox
Ores containing (opper, Silver, lead, Anti

Tungsten and Thorium compounds:

ide Tron Ores:
mony,Nickel:

.,. _ .s _

/Al1luvial deposits
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Alluvial deposits containing
Gold,Turquoises and. precious

13
valuable constituents:
stones:

Radio-active elements, to which is due the radio-
activity of the waters of the Dead Pea and of
the thermal springs which are a feature of
these countries.

Dead Sea

It is
areyich

also on record
in minerals, and

that other
should be

localities near the
fully investigated.

IV. QOLOSS ' T} ,412.IFL 1EALTJOF T',.+'PSAETI}§? ? COU RfJ.1

The colossal potential wealth of the natural resources
of Palestine and. Transjordan can be gauged from the composition
of.two surface features, namely, Djebel Usdom (the "Mountain of
Salt") and the Dead Sea.

According to a. former Geological Adviser .to the
Palestine Governlent, the late Mr Gs..Blake, there are some
1,000,0,00,0O tons of Rock salt exposed in D jebel Usdom. This
mineralised deposit is considered to have been thrst upwards
from lower strata during the cataclysm which changed the
configuration of the Southern End of the Dead Sea.

The Dead Sea itself is now some fifty miles long and
ten miles wide, but, in geological time, it was 250 miles
long and 50 miles wide. Its salinity has been famed from
antiquity. According to an official report published by the
crown Agents for the Colonies in 1925, there are in solution
in the Dead Sea some 22,000,000,000 tons of magnesium chloride,
ll, 900,C00,O000 tons of 'common salt, 2 , +',(000, 000 tons of
potassium chloride, and 980,(>0, 000 tons of Bromine as Bromid.e.

The potential wealth of
Dead tea, at pre-w.ar market values,.
E20000,0,00

the
was

salts
thusn

in soluti on in the
of the order of

The 'ead Sea also contains GOLD in solution, its
pre-war value according to the calculating; of Professor Olaude,
a famous French Scientist, being some 210,0,000,X0, of which
he considered some '300Y,000,000 could be profitably extracted
therefrom within a period of fifteen years. My own more
conservative estimate of the value of the Gold was of

The above figures, astounding thougb they may be,
represent but a fraction of the subterranean treasures which
exist in Palestine and Transjordan, and of which these and
other phenomena are but surface indications of their widespread
distribution. In actuality, deposits of mineralised salts
have been detected not only in the El Lisan-Djebel Usdom. regior
of ,the Dead "ea area, but also in several places along the
Jordan-Arahah-Akabah alignment, in the u lands, and even in
the maritime plain. Moreover, the widespread. distribution of
subterranean salt-bearing strata is no secret to those who,
officially or privately, have df'illed for water in various parts
of Palestine. In many localities, the search for underground
sources of water for irrigation, or for drinking purposes,
has been fruitless because of its salinity, or of the presence
of Oil or Salt-bearing strara at depth.

As a matter offact, Palestine and 'Traxisjordan have a

/still
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A
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still further source of wealth in the extensive Oilfields which
have long; been known to exist therein. Geologists and Oil
Technologists consider these Oifields to be of great promise
in certain localities, and it only remains for their effective
drilling to provide these countries with an added source of
wealth.

V TEi ROAOvIC IMP-OTiCE OF TEL AURAL RESOLRES OF

I i mUig PALETSDIA - 3Wu
.II) LU 2........~~t ..,«i n.. ...I ..... .. IJYI .. ...,..n."W.r+.

On the face of it, there is ample source material
for the foundation of industries of inestimable value to these
countries, not only by virtue of income to be deriv-d. from
royalties and share of profits, but also by the stimulation of
trade through the employment of labour of all grades.
Thus: -

The initiation of great industries in Palestine,
based upon the resources of the countries, will not only
provide employment for some thousands of men in the
chemical and subsidiary industries , but also in the
other indiustries which will be fostered as the schemes
develop. With the expansion of the enterprise,
there will follow the construction of roads, railways,
and other means of transport; there will be increased
shipping to the ports; construction of houses,
warehouses, buildings, wharves, and shipping
facilities. Automatically, the employment of
thousands of workers of all grades, from directors
down to labourers, will be followed by a stimulus
to all trade s or professions engaged in the product on
of necessities, luxuries, and recreations for the
different grades of workers.

There will thus be increased employment and increased.
revenue to the country from the prov- sion of food, clothes,
houses, health (doctors, welfare-centres, etc.), places of
worship, amuserent, etc. Furthermore, the provision loyally
of cheap fertilisers will stimulate agriculture, and be a
means of restoring fertility to the land - especially so, if
certain schemes for irrigation be adopted.

Moreover, these lands are indeed fortunate, in that
they contain vast resources of WEY SUBSTANWES, such as OIL,

RRLISER MATERuI.ALu, GI, and MAEryIUM minerals wh.ic.h are
essential to present-day civilisation. They also contain
RAIO UcI ele rents. Furthermore, the physical structure
of Palestine is such that there are engineering possibilities
for the large-scale production of cheap hydro-electric power
needed for industrial purpose.,, transport, etc.

The path to prosperity thus clearly lies in the
effective initiation of industries in Palestine, and proposals

to that end were placed before His Majesty's Government by
a British Group, of which T was a Member, as soon as the British
Armed Forces began to free the regions from Turkish control.

Vy II1 i i iL.i i i iU 1 .1 t'P t J uItt.a1 A i £iFOifJi iv
aYmwr«g~ . .. .M cwM+"N-N n..r../1"mwnr 1. - + .,". U
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During the first Wk orld-War, there was an r cute shortage
of Potash Salts and Fertilisers, as supplies fr om Germarn were
unavailable. in preparation for that War, and her bid for
World Power, Germany had secured a World Potash Monopoly through
the fact that she was the main producer of Potash salts and
Fertilisers, having extensive deposits of Potash and other
minerals at depth below her soil, which were mined and processed
by the Kali lyndikat, one of the most powerful organisations in
the world.

In the course
face with the fact that
acute shortage of potash
if possible, to ease the
farming industry from a
and a recurrence of war-
investigations as to the
and securing the develop
minerals.

of my War work, I was brought face-to-
agriculture was suffering from an

fertilisers. In order, therefore,
position, and. free the world's
continuance of such monopolistic control,
tire Potash starvation, I made intensive
possibility of obtaining access/ to,

ment of another source of Potash

As a result, T came to the conclusion that in
Palestine and Trans jordan, there lay fallow what is perhaps
the greatest source of Potash in the world, and that, at
depth below the Potash-bearing strata, there exists an extensive
Oilfield which was awaiting test-drilling. Furthermore,
these countries possessed other mineral resources which could
form the basis of industry es of world-wide importance, provided
the Oilfield was developed, and a cheap source of hydro-electric
:owter was. ;ade available. Pere, again, Nature had provided
these countries with the requisite geological and physical
formations to reet these requirements.

My findings and. proposals regarding such developments
were included in a comprehensive schemt e for the development

of Palestine which was worked out during 1917-1918 (and.
improved upon later) by a British Group of Civil, Chemical,
and Electrical Engineers, with myself as th Scientific Member
of the Group. Our schemes included Jroposals for:-

(i) The irrigation of thre Jordan Valley:

(ii) The development of a cheap and plentiful supply of
hydro-electric power by bringing sea-water from
the Mediterranean to the edge of the Jordan Valley,
and precipitating it over the cliffs into the
Valley (a drop of 700 feet). The e.ea-wat er thus

employed for power-p.roduction war then to be directed
down the Jordan Vallegr into the Dead Sea, which,
under the irrigation scheme, would be deprived of

the constant inflow of water from the River Jordan.

}e also proposed to obtain hydro-electric power
from the River Jordan itself,and from the water-fall
which is situated in the Wadi Mojeb, some three-
quarters of a mile from the Eastern shore of the
Dead S7ea, as temporary installations for use until
the sea-water project could be put into operation:

/(iii)

0

IY1.
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(iii)

and (iv)

The development of industries for the production
of Potash Fertilisers, Magnesium Metal, Bromine,
Gold, Caustic Alkalis, and other chemicals, using
as source materials, in the first instance, the
brine of the Dead Sea; ultimately, we would use
as source materials for many of the industries,
the vast deposits of mineral salts which are known
to exist, at depth, in various parts of Palestine
and Transjordan:

The test-drilling and development of the Dead Sea
,Reg;ion, which has long been considered to be the
most promising section of the extensive oilfield
which exists in these lands. This Oil would
be a great asset to Palestine and Tranjoran,which
need indigenous sources of fuel. It would also
be of inestimable service to the proposed industries,

In the summer of 1918, the British Government expressed
itself satisfied with our proposals, and offered to furnish a
considerable part of the I-equisite capital, rovided a Commission
of Experts, whom we were, sending to Palestine to carry out
surveys and other investigations, including test-drilling in
a certain locality for deposits of Oil and Potash minerals,
should report favourably upon our findings. But, owing to
the imminence of the Armistice, the Foreign Office withheld the
necessary passports.

Thereafter, we repeatedly a
Our schelie of development intoE
or another, we were not allowed

operations.

pplied for permission
effect, but, for one
to commeonce our pro-

After the Armistioe, the Government seemed uninter-
ested in the importance of our scheme to the economic development
of Palestine, a country into which some hundreds of thousands
of imm migrants have poured since it came under British control,
and a country which has become of strategic, political, and
commercial significance.
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pursued in
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in outlook
concerning
their cire
Whereore,
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been able
denied the

dealing with these matters, and our findings were
as over-statements of fact, and over-optimistic

. Unfortunately, the technical nature of the facts
the Palestine resources and their development limits

ulatiorn to a very small section of the general public.
any such interests as might be in opposition to the

e
to
ir

development
belittle th
existence.

of
eir

the Palestine res
colossal worth,

ources have,hit
and have even

herto,

As a result of this policy, the development of
Palestine has been retarded, and the picture of the country's
resources has been distorted. The existence of the Palestine
OilfieLd and of the vast subterranean deposits of Potash
Fertiliser minerals has been kept from public knowledge.

Although some thirty years have elapsed since our
comprehensive schemes were first placed before H.f.Government,
the proposed large-scale development of OIL, POWER, and
FERTILISERS, the extraction of GOTD9, and the establishment
of Magnesium and. other important subsidiary industries, are
still in abeyance.
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Attention has been focussed upon (1) the production
of hydro-electric power from installations erected in the
vicinity of the Sea of Galilee and the confluence of the

Jordan and Yarmuk Valleysff and. (2) the extraction of Potash

and other salts from the solar evaporation of Dead S-ea Brinenf.

However, as indicated under (ii) and (iii) above, with our

wide knowledge of the resources of the country, we regarded
these developments as merely temporary expedients, until ample

and cheap hydro-electric power wa.s developed from the sea-water
project, and until the subterranean deposits of Potash minerals

were mined and processed quickly, as in the German Potash
Industry.

state that
been blocke
accord with
Cartels arid

From the evidence before we, I am in a p
the effective? development of Palestine h
d or delayed because such developments d
i the commercial or political policies of

other powerful international interests.

osition to
ias, hitherto,
Lid not

certain

VESTIED I e28 vLsus'.LU E2 }:FFRTi!VEL
~.. .- -~ -M-uSTRIK- a.o AI.IE.

one of
Their

Palestin
the greatest

resourcesz of

e and Transjordan contain what is
sources of mineral wealth in the

OI, IOTAC'1{ and GOD are colossal.

perhaps
world.

In a Memordumi
Jea reion whiI

January 1930, I1

O the
ch was
wrote

proposed
submitted
as follows

industrial development
to the League of

:-~

"The commercial exploitation of the mineral resources
"of the Dead eea Peegion is illimitable; and, if
"kept free from the direct or indirect control of

'powerful ±hem;ical Cartels and other vested
.interests that are, naturally, oppos d to its
"unirestricted development., will prove to be perhaps
"the greatest industrial romance of the world' s
"-history.

At that time, few pe ople
of' international ,artels, let alone
control of prices and production in

were aware of the existence
their ramifications and
various industries.

i)urinm the recent War, however, considerable
publicity was '.ven to the activities of certain Inte national

Cartel, wh1ic., being in effect German-controlled, were holding

up War production on account of their Cartel agreements. Oil

and Chemical interests 'were also implicated, keeping each other

informed of disF-c ove-ri e s and inventions.

her virtua.1
wade it her
of mineral
compete. ti on
or control

Germany had forged fror herself a
control of the world' s Chemical
business to be kept informed of
or chemical resources likely to
with her industries, and took s

or limit any such developments.

powerful weapon
Market. She
any discoveries

be developed in
teps to prevent

/Germany

Ruteriberg Concession of 1921

~avdie e sky Tuilo h aonce s in of 1930

VII.
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Germany was informed that one of her Cartel

Associates in their search for Oil in Palestine, under Ottoman

Permis de Recherche had. drilled thr ough beds of Potash

e "fs~es arnallite) at depth.

German influence, in the past, was

cunningly disguised. It is not sur rising,

in the light of the above discovery, attempt
Oil since 1918 have been discouraged or bloc.

or another. For, such drilling in certain
inevitably bring to public knowledge the exi

deposits of (Carnallite and other minerelised

mnirvad, might form the basis of a Potash and

capable of competing with the German Chenica .

far-reaching and
therefore, that,

s to drill for
ked on one pretext
localities would
steyce of
salts vhich, if

a Chemical Industry
1 Industry.

The German Potash Syndicate feared the development
of any such deposits, but it has never been perturbed by

the development of a Potash Industry based upon the evaporation

of surface brines subh as P'earl es Lake or the Dead Sea. In

an cawe, as the Dead rea operatinfg Company, in 1936, joined

the German-controlled uropean P'otash cartel, in agreements

as to output, quotas, and prices, there was no fear of

competition from this source.

Evidence also exists - that the ma or 0i1 Companies,

prior to thE settlement of their share in tbhe Oilfield of

Iraq, vied with each othe e for Lhe posession of the Palestine

Oilfield. Thereafter, ard. until T had proceeded to Palestine

in 1934 t:: take up permits to which T vas enti tled. under the

Mining Laws to search for Oil, these Companies adopted an

attitude of apparent indifference to the Palestine Oilfield,
while at the same time, succeeding in di ousing those who

li ht be willing teo fintace ind epen %ent d rilling. 'hile .

a in Palestinr,. there was a conference between H. .Goveinmeft

and. a reprsentaive of the Oil interests on the subject of

the alestine Oilfield. Thereafter, Oil exploratiOt in

Palestine was officially suspended pendin; the enactment of

fresh Oil Mining legislation. Under the new Ord inance of

1938 the Trq TetroluC ompany was given control of the

Palestine Oilfeld. But, although supplies of il were.rbadly

needed. in th. -editerranean during the V ar, no ar- i drilling
was countenanced by B..overnment.

It is known that, for commercial reasons, the Iraq

1-etroleum Company has not hitherto wanted Palestine Oil on

the mrket. . {or did Germany want a Potash Vining Tndustry

started in Palestie in competition with the Kali Syndikat,for,

apart from other reasons, the interest on the E15,9r., O

German Potash Loan floated internationll y, was guaranteed by

the sales of Gerran potash in the Britith M!arket and elsewhere.:-ale o:. ,ion

of Gold, s
Dead Sea.
prohibi ted

VIII.

Furtherirore, there has, so far, been no extract

o badly needed in these days, from the waters o
Incidentally, such extracti on was definitely

in the terms of-the Dead lea Ralts oncession.

, wwrA L+ +r " ,^ S.. t "'f1 ( A . I,,O 'i
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In view of the present orld position; of

acute shortage of Potash Fertilisers ; of the growing

~agnesium Metal; of' the need for Oil; and t' e urgent

of bringing prosperity to Palestine and Trans jord.an,

policy of holding up the effective develOpment of thep ol i cy ftr-- _ _ _. -

the
call for
necessity
the
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f the
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/resources,
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resources, and
may well have

of
to

profitable Industries in these countries
be abandoned.

In particular, a Potash Mining Industry is essential
to remedy the Potash position. The Dead Sea Salts Industry,
for technical reasons, will be unable to cope with the acute.

world shortage of Potash Fertilisers, which will continue for

ye rs to come. It is certain that the production of Potash

in urope will be inadequate to meet the export demands. The

Alsatian and Polish Potash Mines were deliberately; and

eyetematically sabotagsed by the Germans in the days of their

defeat and withdrawal. The Gerr an Potash Mines, however,
were captured by the Allies in good working order; but, as

about sixty per cent of Germany's Potash Mining Industry is
now within.the u.psin zone of influence, there will be only

about thirty per cent of the pre-War Germa n output available
for distib.,.ution throughout the world.

Amoeric, having sought for
of Po ash miea salts, is well on
indepedent Of Europe rEan sUpl..ies of'

G-overinrent bu~t allowed~ our proposals
forward, there would have been no Po
and }alestin e and Tranjeoran wouildt
therefrom, and from the- explcitaition

its waT to become
Potash. Had~ the~ ibritish

of 191 0 t-o ha:ve gone
trash problem for us to-day,
have benefited largely

of thAr Oilfield.

Tn View of tneo

B.M.Government Lay hgtie
production of Gold.

nature of'
its policy aso1 in respect

Agreement,
of the

Pince first I became interested in these 2atters,

it has e ny content that,. owinrg to th.e s nificanc of

the Pa1estine resources in iorld poitics, their development
and utilisation should not b left to commercial interste,
but should be unrer Government control, so thet the countrIes

tthemslv s shall be efit adequately therefrom. Ttie presence

of Radio-ctivity, and thle use to which radio-active elements

have been put in time of 1War, perhaps calls for uch control

to be placed under the trusteeship of a United nationn s

0Org sani stion.

(Signed) etc.
Onslow Gardens,London, S.W. 7.

L
s ice.

t

A. HOMiER,
89,
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Th Pt.Hon.
S cAretary eff

Affairr,

Ternest

State

.... 5 0T1 47
Bevin,M.P. ,P.r.,
for Foreign Q.7

Downing Ptreet,
London ,.W.l.

I,Sir,

Herewith, T have the honour to
send you a duplicate of a letter to
you which was ,to-day, delivered to the
Foreign Office by hand, as it occurs
to me that you may be glad to have a
spare copy for reference or discussion.

T have the honour to be,.
Pir,

Your obedient servant,

.,mow--

(A.Tomer)M.A. , cc.D.,
F..T. .etc

Two enclosyres
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A EER D DI R1BUTION

This telegram is of particular secrecy and should be
retained by the authorised recipient and not passed on. 3

Cypher/TP DIPLCMATIG( CAT

FR X 141YOM .TO FCR IGN OFFISE

(From United Kingdom Delegation to United nations )

N. 4.S0 p.m. 17th October, 1947.

17th October, 1947. R. 11.4! p.m. 17th October, 1947.

Repeated to : High Comis .sloner, Jerusalem fr

liFollowing personal for Prime Mirister and Foreign Secretary.
£romiseoret ry of ot ate for the Colonies.

The Co ittee set up - the ssembly to consider the
6 Palestine quest ion hasfin had its general discussion.

lA Ysterday Iagain put our views and mphasised our tarly
withdrawal and the iportance that the parties should move to
some acooedation or the United Nations find a soution.

also eahasised that riy scheme adopted must revie fra
substitute authority and that the question of i pleenting d
enfessing the sohemL must be d e alt ith ae an integral part
of the problem. I further explained why the United do
is unable t areceomandany part ic ul ar S Glut ion. I repudiated u

questions that the United King s concerned with prove-
naive measures in the middle East, wared the go'ernments of
connivance in illegal imig ratind pleaded that the whale
problem of disap1ed persons in Europe be deat with. I

also replied to the American assuption that United Kinomould continue to adMinister Pl estine throughout the transi-
tion period.

A;. ~2. eye have been well supported by the Co onwealthz
Governments except that they haveurged a settlement on the
basis of partition which is the donnt view here.

5. The Arab attitude has reined intransigent a there is
no sign here that they are prepared to discuss any acenega-
tion. The Jews appear ready to work out s mearrangement
with the Arabs the United Nat ions an the basis of partition
and are anxisus to restore better relations ith the
United Kingd ona. Boththe Palestine Arabs nd Jewish Agen y
will now make st atements. Many resolutions concerningprece-
dure have been tabled an these are bein classified will
probe blyresult in the appointment of subc mittees.

(Foreign Office



(fEe1Pg Office an4 CeoltaU3 Office ol4.)

4. I feel that the limit of0yIMmediate uefalnss er' '

h4r ill beu1husted next wee and our experts an dvisers
ae well @arZy in, certainly dwing the next stages. It

aoeas07, I Ocan return later but i0atia. ow psit " is
well CrW*1e1d, though it wOu1d be well for w to inteam
other delegation t My temporary withrawal. I wsuld pre-

Pest theretreto returntosngani (there may important

and Urgentamatters await me) a the end of next weik. I
hope I hare your aaoent to this a ourse. fsd)

Please pass copy to Colonial Office, "A repat
paragaph 1b to 5 te High Commisener, Jerusalem,
persoanaland Secret from Secretp'y of 2tate for
the Celenies, as my telegram No. 98.

[Capies sent to Parl1.imtuary Uneisecretar 1
Colonial Office, and Telegraph Section, Celnial
Office, for repetitia to Jerusalem. J
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Cypher/OTP

FROM NEW YORK TO FOREIGN OFFICE
(From United Kingdom Dlegation to United

f ~
r J

10_

Nations)

No.2954
i7t October,

Repeated

IMiMEDIATE
SECRET

Following
Secretary from

1947
D. 4.50
R.ll.45

to High Commissioner,

personal for
Secretary of

Prime
State

p.m.
p.m.

17th
17th

October,
October,

Minister and Foreign
for the Colonies.

1947
1947

Pal
Yes
wit
to

The Committee set up by the Assembly to consider the
estine question has finished its general discussion.
terday I agein put our views and emphasised our early
hdrawal and the importance that the parties should move
some accommodation or the United Nations find a solution.

I also emphasized thet any scheme adopted must provide for
a substitute authority and that the question of implementing
and enforcing the scheme !gust be dealt with as an integral
part of the problem. I further explained why the United
Kingdom is unable to rcconmcnd any particular solution. I
repudiated suggestions that 'the United Kingdom w'as concerned
with provocative measures in the Middle East, warned the
Govern:ments of connivance in illegal imiigration and pleaded
that the whole problem of displaced persons in Europe be dealt
with. I also replied to the Americnn assumption that United
Kingdom would continue to rdainistcr Palestine throughout the
transition period.

2.
Government
basis of

We have
its except
partition

been well
that they
which is

supported by
have urged a

the dominant

the Co:monwcal th
settleaient on the

view here.

3. The Arab attitude has remained intransigent and there
is no sign here that they are prepared to discuss any
accommodation. The Jews appear ready to work out some arrange-
ment with the Arabs and the United Nations on the basis of
partition and are anxious to restore better relations with
the United Kingdom. Both the Palestine Arabs and Jewish
Agency will now make statements. Many resolutions con-
cerning procedure have been tabled and these are being
classified and will probably result in the appointment of
sub-committees.

[Foreign Office end Colonial Office only].

4.
over here
advisers

I
Wi

can

feel
ll be
well

that the limit of my
exhausted next week
carry on, certainly

imm.acd in
and our
during

te usefulness
experts and

the next stages.

If

0

Jerusalem

P .
i

1
t
i



0

-2-

If necessary I can return later but anytime our position
is well covered, though it would be we]1.for mc to inform
other delegations of :.my temporary withdrawal. I would
propose therefore to return to England (where any important
and urgent aattersavait me) at the end of next week. I
hope I have your consent to this course.

[Ends].

Please pass
paragraphs 1 to
and Secret from
telegram No.98.

copy to
5 to High
Secretary

Colonial Office, ,nd repeat
Commissioner Jerusale-, Personal
of State for the Colonies as uy

[Copies sent
Telegraph Section

to Prime
Colonial

M minister,
Office for

Colonial Office
repetition to

and
Jerusaleu).

k k k
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OUTWARD TELEGRAM
ri1

3$

Cypher/OTP PR IS

FROM FOREIGNOFFICE TO NEW YORK

(To United Kingdom Delegation to United Nations)

No.3 ..
18th October, 1947

D. 7.07 p.m. 18th October,

Personal for
Foreign Secretary.

Secretary of State for Colonies

telegram No.

be seeing
will consult with him 
may I congratulate you
which I read carefully
the wireless. It came

2954 [of

the Pri
regardin
on your
and als
across,

October 17th:

me Mini ster tomorrow and
g- your re turn. Meanwhle

statement of October 16the
o heard in extract over
very well on the air.

uuuuu

1947

2. Your
Palestine].

I shall

from

L

r

DIATE

RET



Registry
No,

P..D.

Draft

NEW YORK

Telegram

No...

Cypher

PRISF..

Despcd M.

U-

IMMEDIATE. 7~L

SECRET.

Following personal for Secretary

of State for Colonies from the Prime

Minister and the Foreign Secretary.

Your telegram No.. 295L4 §r October 17th:

Palestine7

We realise that you would like to be

at home with Parliament resuming and

appreciate that 'you do not wish to stay

on in New York if affairs there do not

warrant it. A4/e are doubtful whether it

would be wis6)to leave just yet. For

your own private information indications are

reaching us here that moves on the Arab side

may be brewing. If the Jews

are nervous we think that the Arabs are too.

These moves may come to something when a

vote has been taken on the principle. If

there were a two-thirds majority in favour

of the partition plan, Arabs and Jews, or

ohe of the parties might appeal to us in

some, way and we might even get a settlement.

If matters were to work out in this way

it might well be that we should have some

suggestions for you to put to the parties

in New York. Our feeling therefore is that

you would be well advised not to leave

New Yorsk/ at any rate until after a vote

has been taken on the principle.

.2.

the

chE

the

ha,

z

(n

I-

z
z
I-u

OzJ

F-
0

z

*1

1
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2. If you do have to leave, We think

that Cadogan with all his experience should take

charge of the Palestine question, assuming

that Hector has enough on his plate already.

3. We feel sure that you will think it

wise to be very cautious in any dealings you

have with the Syrian Khouri.

O

z

z

z

1



[This telegram is of. particular secrecy and should be
retained by the authorised recipient and not passed on].

Cypher/O Tp

FROM FO REIGN OFFICE

DILATIC SECRE7'~T.

TC N YORK._

(To United Kingdom Delegation

20th October

IEhEDIA TE.

1947.

Following personal
Colonies from the Prime

D. 11.40 a , ia.

for Secretary of'
.i,,nister and the

20th October 1947.

State for the
Foreign Secretary.

Your telegram No. 2954 [of' October 17th: Palestine].

e realise that you would like to be at home with
Parliament resuming and appreciate that you do not wish to
stay on in New York if affairs there do not warrant it.
But we are doubtful whether it would be wise for yo u to leave
just yet. For your own private information indications are
reaching us here that moves on the Arab side may be brewing.
If the Jews are nervous we think that the Arabs are too.
These moves ray come to something when & vote has been taken
on the principle. lf there were a two-thirds majority in
favour of the partition plan, Arabs and Jews, or one of the
parties, might appeal to us in some way and we might even get
a settlement. if matters were to w-ork out in this way it
might well be that we should have some su,'restions for you
to put to the parties in ew York. Our feeling therefore is
,that you would be well advised not to leave New York at any
rate until after a vote has been taken on the principle.

2.
iith all
question,

If you do have to leave,
his ex erience should take

assuming that liector has

we thin
charge

enough

ik that Cadogan
of the Palestine

on his plate already.

3. We
cautious

feel
in

sure that you ill think
any dealings you have with

it wise to be
the Syrian Khouri.

"o. 3567.

to United Naitions).

very

0:0

N

4v

,L?
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[This telegram is
retained by the

Cypher/OTP

of particular secrecy and should be
authorised recipient and notpassed on]

DIPLOMATIC(SF61

FROM BIRUT TO FOREIGN OFFICE

Mr. Evans,

ph actober,194 7.

D. 5.20 p.m.

R. 7,58 p.m.

20th October,194.7.

20th October,1947.

Repeated td New York UKDL.
Cairo,
B.M.E.0. Cairo,
Jerusalem,
Bagdad,
Damascus, )
Amman, )
Jedda. )

Palestine.

Saleh Jabr whom I saw on October 19th said to me

that he was confident that the ex-Mufti would not (repeat

not) start guerilla activities as long as British forces
in Palestine. I asked him if this would be the case if a

decision unfavourable to the Arabs was reached by the Uni

Nations Assembly, saying I had heard rumours to the effec

that Arab irregulars eight become active in such an
eventuality. He replied in the affirmative and said that

the ex-Mufti had been warned that if he did not keep in
step with the Arab League, the responsibility would be hi
and that he could not then count on help from the Arab
States. It had been agreed that the ex-Muf ti' s people
should press forward with their preparations, but that th
should do nothing. Attitude of Azzzam Pasha and Riad Bey
Solh in this connexion had been correct. He added that
he would urge Riad Bey to curtail the ex-Mufti' s stay in
the Lebanon.

were

ted
t

s

ey

2. Saleh Jabr said that certain Iraqi units were
being prepared for "manoeuvres" in Trans jordan. Recalling
paragraph 3 of Amman telegram No.306, I asked him whether
he had discussed this with King Abdullah. He replied that

he had and that His Majesty had been generally in agreement
He reminded me that Ira gi-Trans jordan treaty provided for
close oo-operation in the military field.

3. Speaking for the establishment of Provisional
Palestinian Government which would be set up under the
auspices of the Arab League - please see paragraph Ja of
my telegram No.760 - he said that the Jews would be
invited to participate on a proportional basis. Arab
Governments would do everything possible to protect the
Jews with whom they were anxious there should, if possible,

be no clash.

SAVING

_lJ -I- - - -

,' /

i

0 e 0 0



ii. Salsh Jabr appeared more cheerful than when
I last saw him (after statement of Americas poliy)
and he seemed not popeful that a sufficient ube r
of States in the United Nations Asse bly would either
vote against siding U...0.F. e adations or
abstain and thus secure their rejection.

Foreign Office please pass to UKDE New York
as my telegram No.J40, and Cairo to B,.L.. as my
telegram No.200.

[Repeated to UKDEL. New York].
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[This telegram is of particular secrecy andretained by the authorised recipient and not

Cypher cTPr

shose dIon]
passed .n].

DIPLOI1LATIC (SBC IT

FIROM NET YORlK TO

(Froi United Kingdem Delegation to United Nations)

ie. 3003

21st October

TOP SECET

D. 8.35

19.7.

p.m. 21st October

21st October

Personal from Colonial
and Foreign Secretary.

Secret ary for Prime Minister

[Begins)

Your telegra No. 3567.

I appreciate your view and will stay as long asseems necessary. I a. anxious about Colonial Office
affairs including Development Corporation Bill, Ceylen
Geverners' Conference, Malaya and other urgent matters
but I realise the importance of nothing going amiss
at United Nations regarding Palestine. Creech Jones.

[Cpies sent to the Prim e Minister, Foreign Sceretary
and Colonel Rees-Vil1iaas, Colonial Office].

9

441

1947.

19.7.

-1w-Lu -U---- ""
ANOW,"

9r '

FOREIGN OFFICE

R.140pm.
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NEW, ORK.

TOP SECRET.

No.....

Cypher

Date.....

Diplomatic Secret.

For 90ncurrence
of/rime Minister.

Your telegram No.3003 fdf October 21st:

Colonial Secretary and Palestin

Personal for Colonial Secretary from

the Prime Minister and Foreign Secretary.

We fully realise what a number of tasks

are awaiting you at home and how inconvenient

it is for you to be away. We are not clear

from your telegrams Nos. 3021 and 3031 when

the question of principle will come up, but

gather that matters are not likely to come to a

head just yet. We therefore fee that you

should be free to come home whenever y

judge the moment opportune. You will

doubt determine your actual date of de

in the light of developments of the Pa:

situation which you are much better ab

assess than ourselves.

2. We should like to know whether

your absence Cadogan will be in charge

Palestine question.

ou

no

parture

lestine

le to

in

of the

| e2./y n 4' '
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[This telegr a
retained by the

is of particular secrecy and
authorised recipient and not

should
passed

'.1.

Cypher/OTP DI LOMATIC (S CRET

VR.O A FOR.;4IGN OFFIC aTO N -YORK.

(To United Kingdom Delegation to United Nations)

25th October 1947.

I0 DIPT3.
TOP SECRET.

Your telegram
C lonial Secretary

N.

personall for Colonial
Prime . inister and Fo-reign

<:e fully realise what a
awaiting you at hore and how
for you to be away. 7e a

telegram Nos. 3021 and 3031 v
principle will come up, but
not likely to come to a head
feel that you should be free
judge the moment opportune.
your actual date of departur
developments of the ; alestin
much better able to assess t

3003 [of October 21st:
alestine].

Secretary from the
Secre tary.

numuiber of tasks are
inconvenient it is
not clear from your

when the question of
gather that matters are
just yet. ,e therefore
to come hoae whenever you
You will no doubt determine

e in the light of
e situation which you are
han ourselves.

2. et
Cdgan

should
will be

like
in

to know whether in your
charge of the Palestine

absence
question.

vvV

be
on].

D. 3.7 a.m. 25th October 1947.
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[This telegram is
retained by the

Top Secret

CYPTi./0TrP

of particular secrecy and should be

authorised recipient and not passed; on.i

DIPTLO1TIUTC SECP2)I

FROM FOREIGN OFFICE TO l@9LYORK

(To United. Kingdom Dele gation t othe United Nations)

No. ,6 .

25th October, 1947.
): 8.30 p.m.25th October ,191,.7.

TOP SEz CIliW

aY telegram No. 3,61.8 Lof ctobexr

secretary's return from New York).
25th: Colonial

Personal for Colonial Secretary from Se

State.

The Minister of State's message in Delegationl

telegramNo. 3,062 shows that the United States Govern-

meunt have something to say on Palestine through Douglas,

who has now returned to London. I f£el it would be very

desirable for Me to have your' assistance at this end.b
So I hope that, if you decide you can leave, you will e

able to return very soon.

creta ry of

1*
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Cypher/iP

FCRM D AMCUS

Mr. Dundas

No. 84
21st October, 1947

Repeated

St.c7

to FOREIGN

telegram No.

D. 4.02 p.m.
R. 6. 55 p.m.

OFFICE E

21st
21st

NO. 459

82.

MENTAL NO. 14

October,1947
c berr 1947

iE 9858
British Inspector of PE

by Directoro-General of Poli
I saw Ministers of Defence;
who both assured me that if,
auxiliary police they will
over the frontier.

2 I have arrag ed by
iispector from Palestine

[Copy sent to Middle

police ref erre ev
ce from seein!me
and the Inter or
the Jews are identified as

be returned with their arms

telephone for another British
to make identification today.

East Secretariat]
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BRITISH EM1BASSY,
M:O:1UO.1OT

I
(403/108/47)

IE
12t

9864
Dear Department(2 3

October

Mo sc
forwarded the
Bartley Cram's

ow dispatch No.
translation of
book " ehind t

a
h

448 of June 12th
Soviet review of

e Silken Curtain".

We now en
Nlew Times of Octobe
State Department an
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You will doubtless notice the recurrence
in the penultimate paragraph of the theme that
Palestine is the battleground where a stubborn
fight is being waged between the rival claims of
British imperialism and American economic,
poll t ical and military expansion.
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BOOK REVIEWS

Behind the Scenes of Anglo-American
Co-operation

B. DANILEYSKY

B ARTLEY Crum was one of the six Ameri-
can members of the Anglo-American Com-

mittee of Inquiry on Palestine. He has now

published ia book* recounting the first-hand ex-

perience he gained in that capacity of the inner

workings of British and American diplomacy.

A San Francisco corporation lawyer, Mr. Crum

was a close collaborator of President Roosevelt.

In the presidential elections of 1944 he was the

national chairman of the Independent Repub-

licans who supported Roosevelt. He performed

a number of important missions for the late

president. In 1945 he was consultant to the

American delegation at the San Francisco con-
ference, where he worked on the United Na-

tions. Charter.
"When you want to avoid deciding a ques-

tion, set up a committee," Clemenceau once

said. This was the principle on which British

Prime Minister Attlee acted when, at the end

of 1945, President Truman, deferring to the

demands of American Jewry, tasked him to

allow 100,000 Jewish displaced persons from

the camps of Western Europe to enter Pales-

tine. Attlee suggested the formation of a joint

Anglo-American Committee of Inquiry. The

committee consisted of six Britons and six

Americans, of which Bartley C. Crum was one.

It inaugurated its inquiries in Washington, con-

tinued them in London, visited the British,

American and French zones of occupation of

Germany, and then transferred its labours to

Austria, Czechoslovakia, Egypt, Palestine, Iraq,

Syria, Lebanon, Saudi Arabia and the Yemen.

It heard the testimony of hundreds of witnesses,
experts and representatives of public organiza-

tions, and then retreated to Switzerland where

in the course of four weeks it worked on the

framing of its recommendations.

* Behind the Silken Curtain. A Personal Account of

Anglo-American Diplomacy in Palestine and the Middle
East. By Bartley C. Crum. Simon and Schuster, New
York, 1947.

When Crum first arrived in Washington to
take up his work on the -committee, he was
given an inkling of the dine of action expected
of him by Loy Henderson, Chief of the Near

East Division of the State Department. Hen-

derson took him aside and told him:

''There is one fact facing both theiUnited States
and Great Britain, Mr. Crum. That is the Soviet
Union. It wouldbe wise to bear that in mind when

you consider the Palestine problem.'" (P. 8.)

Crum was surprised to hear this. But he only

began to ponder on it seriously later, when he

compared Henderson's broad hint with what

representatives of the British Foreign Office in-

sistently tried to impress upon him. And what

they impressed upon him was this:

"British policy was based on the protection of
British interests against Russia ... and it should be

in our (America's) interests to fall in with that poli-

cy." (P. 8.)

The committee sailed from New York to Lon-

don on the Queen Elizabeth. On board, Harold

Beeley, a member of the British Foreign Office,

tried to convince Crum of the necessity to es-

tablish an anti-Soviet cordon sanitaire in the

Middle East. And as the ship neared English

shores the proselytizing talks on this subject

became ever more lengthy and outspoken.

Their general tone is summed up by Crum as

follows:
"The majority of my British colleagues were anti-

Russian,mtheir attitudes so strong as to be almost

a phobia.... It was Anglo-American unity they de-

sired, not so much to solve the problem before us,

but rather to establish a bloc against the Soviets."

(P. 35.)

However, some of the Americans on the

committee held a different view:
"We realized, I think, that the Soviet and the sys-

tem it chose to follow were both in the world and

that we had to live with both, like it or not. If we

travelled different roads, each still had much to learn
from the other. The world was large enough for
both, and the market place, not the battlefield, should

be the testing place of ideas." (P. 35.)
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tions shall be raised from my side. If due to illness
or other reasons I should not be on the spot when
the time comes to pay fines and other fees for
failure to meet rent payments, all my obligations
will be assumed unconditionally by my sponsor Miki
Itsiro."

This contract is a striking reflection of the
appalling conditions under which the Japanese
peasantry labour. From the contract it is
clear that the landowner undertakes no obliga-
tions whatsoever. If tenant Kawasaki should
take ill and die by the time the rent is due
landowner Osumi would lose nothing. Sponsor
Miki, Kawasaki's neighbour, who is a poor
tenant farmer like all the other inhabitants of
Hiraoka village, would have to meet the pay-
ments.

The landowner has the right to raise the rent
and to levy additional payments and fines on
the peasants. Crop failures due to drought,
typhoons or floods do not concern the land-
owner. He extorts his land rents from the
peasants no matter what happens. Incidentally,
the Tokyo district this year has had its worst
drought in 80 years. In a number of prefec-
tures as much as half of the rice crop perished.

The landlord charges a percentage for each
day of arrears in payment of rentals. At any
time of the year he can reclaim the land he
has leased. Last, but not least, the landowner
has the right to black-list a tenant for irreg-
ular payment of rent. This black list is sent
out to all the landowners in the prefecture, and
the peasants whose names figure on it will
not be able to lease any land in that area.

This mode of land tenure which has existed
for decades still persists in the Japanese coun-
tryside. Moreover, land rents have risen since
the war ended. In some cases the rent is as
much as 63 per cent of the harvest. A great
many Japanese sharecroppers are up to their
ears in debt to the landowner for years on end
and are to all intents and purposes his slaves.

In any Japanese village you will see fruit
trees on tenant farmer's land with the fallen
fruit rotting on the ground. We were told that
according to local custom the peasant has no
right to pick up the fruit without the per-
mission of the landowner. If a peasant leases
a plot of land with a small orchard on it he
has no right to use the fallen fruit for food
until he has paid his rent in full. And in the
meantime his family starves.

The evil forces of old that brought immense
misery on the country are still ruling the
Japanese countryside. An acute food crisis
prevails in towns and villages. We visited shops
in Tokyo, Yokohama and other cities. The local
inhabitants rarely enter them. The shops have
neither food products nor other necessities. On
the open market, however, speculators offer
all kinds of products and articles in unlimited
quantities at fabulous prices. One of the black
markets flourishes in Ginze Street, one of the
busiest Tokyo thoroughfares, where every kind
of trade proceeds daily.

The population of Japan is suffering from
hunger and want not because the country is
unable to produce enough food, but because
the policy of the Japanese government hinders
democratic reforms which would spur the dev-
elopment of agriculture. Moreover, the gov-
ernment does not take measures to insure the
efficient harvesting of the crop and the proper
distribution of available food supplies. There
are considerable stocks of rice and other pro-
ducts in the country, but these stocks lie bu-
ried. They have been hidden by the wealthy
peasants and landowners who are waiting for
the market prices to rise still higher.

Barter is conducted on a big scale in the
Tokyo valley between the well-to-do population
of Tokyo and Yokohama and the prosperous
sections of the population of villages situated
in the vicinity of the large towns. Speculators
are making huge profits. And in the meantime
the workers in the cities and the majority of
the peasants in the villages are starving.

Driving past the village of Torizawa one
day we witnessed a scene that was extremely
typical of rural life in Japan today. Two weary
peasants with sun-parched faces harnessed to
a wooden plough pushed from behind by a
third were trudging laboriously over the, field.
That, no doubt, was how the land was cultivat-
ed five hundred years ago. That is how it is
being cultivated today.

Feudal survivals still weigh heavily on. the
country's agriculture. And when this is corn-
bined with modern methods of capitalist exploi-
tation, the result is that state of stagnation and
regress which is characteristic of the Japan-
ese village today. The two years that have
elapsed since the surrender have brought .about
practically no charges.

S947 N E 1M' T. 1 M E S*
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This is the view of those American business
circles that do not approve 'of the reckless plans
for world supremacy preached by the advoca-
tes of a new war. But whatever illusions Cruim
may have had on this score were exploded while
the committee -was still on its way to London
by a landmine in the shape of a document dis-
tributed to its members on the Queen Elizabeth.
It was marked:

'''Contents of file of confidential communications
on Palestine supplied by Division of Near EasternAffairs (State Department) for use of Anglo-Ame-
rican Committee of Inquiry.' " (P. 36.)
From these communications the members of

the committee learned some astonishing things.The confidential documents revealed with cyni-cal frankness the double-dealing of the State
Department on the Palestine question.

"It revealed that steadily and successively we hadmade 'public promises to the Zionists and private
promises to the Arabs." (P. 37.)

Every time a United States official spokes-
man had declared in favour of setting up a Je-
wish state in Palestine, the State Department
promptly sent confidential messages to the Arab
rulers explaining that the public statements
meant nothing at all.

In October 1944 Roosevelt had sent a person-
al letter to Senator Wagner to be read before
the Convention of the Zionist organizations of
America. In his statement Roosevelt 'reiterated
the plank of the Democratic Party adopted at its
convention in that year proclaiming in favour
of unrestricted Jewish immigration into Pales-
tine and the establishment of a Jewish com-
monwealth in that country. Roosevelt prom-
ised that efforts would be made to effectuate this
policy. But when the Prime Minister of Iraqrequested an explanation from the State Depart-
ment, the latter sent a secret cable assuring
him that the President's statement referred to

possible action at some future date," and that
Washington was "keeping -in mind the assu-
rance made to certain Near East governments"
that nothing would -be done without consulta..tion with the Arabs.

On Augusth16, 1945, Truman had publiclystated that he had discussed the Palestine
question with Churchill and Attlee at Potsdam,
and that they had agreed to let as 'many Jews
into Palestine as possible. But on October 23
the StateDepartment sent a confidential cable
to Baighdad, Cairo, Damascus, Beirut and Jidda,explaining that the American President and the

British Prime Minister had only "engaged inexploratory 'correspondence on thissubject andnaturally mentioned Palestine as one of the ha-
vens for homeless Jews," and that there had
been no change in the American government'sattitude on Palestine. Similar reassurances
were given to the Arab world by the StateDepartment on November 15, 1945.

Bartey Crum was thunderstruck by what he
learned from these confidential documents.

This file confirmed the charges of double-dealing
that hadbeen hurled at both the United States andGreat Britain. It was a sorry and bitter record foran American to read." (P. 37.)
Crum suggested to the American membersof the committee that as soon as the ship ar-rived in England they should return home. "I

don't see that there is any purpose in goingon with our work," he said.
Different, however, was the attitude of theBritish members of the committee. "I found it

painful," is Crum's comment. Sir Frederick
Leggett "was almost amused." Sir John Sing-leton said dryly: "It appears that Great Britain
is not the only power who promises the same
thing to two different groups." And LabourM. P. Richard Crossman remarked to Crumthat though he could not understand the stupi-dity that would permit the Americans to do a
thing like that, nevertheless "I must say itpleases me to find the British and the Americ-
ans are in the same boat."

None of the American members of the com-mittee climbed out of this "boat" on reachingBritish shores. All that was left for Crum wasto enter into his diary the melancholy reflec-
tion:

"The over-all question is whether the Westerndemocracies have moral integrity.... If they don't,
I think the Middle East may become a breedingplace of new wars." (P. 44.)

* * *

In London the committee was at once en-
veloped in a close web of police spying and sur-
veillance. Crum begins his account of the com-

mittee's stay in England with the words: "Once
in London I felt 'for the first time the strangesensation of being watched." Friends cautioned
him -to be careful to. whom he spoke, and es-
pecially of what he said on the telephone: tele-
phone conversations were being tapped andthe American members of the committee were
under surveillance. On his second day in Lon-don when Cru'm wanted t'o discuss certain sues-
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tions before the committee with a representa-
tive of a Jewish organization he preferred to
meet him not in his hotel but "on a nearby cor-
ner." But even this meeting did not escape the
British sleuths:

"The next morning one of my British colleagues
met me with a smile. There was almost a chiding
note in his voice. 'I understand you've been seeing
some of our Jewish friends,' he said, and winked."
(P. 46.)

To meet with people who wanted to convey
information to Crum on Palestine matters he
had to resort to complicated conspiratorial
methods, about which he has many a colourful
story to tell in his book.

In spite of British resistance the hearings of
the committee in London were held in public.

"Public interest in the hearings seemed intense,
as evidenced by the overflow attendance of spectators
and the press gallery, which included nearly fifty
reporters representing newspapers all over the world.
But though I glanced through the London newspa-
pers daily, I rarely found more than two or three
paragraphs referring to our hearings and frequently
nothing at all." (P. 48.)

Later Crum learned that "it was customary
for the British Foreign Office to advise the
press" on any matter it considered important.
He thus received an object lesson in what the
vaunted "freedom of the press" meant in Brit-
ain. His naive illusions were also soon to be
shattered on another matter-the policy of the
Labour Party.

At its annual conference in December 1944
this party had unequivocally declared in favour
of the creation of a Jewish state in Palestine.
What did the party intend to do about this
pledge now that it was in power? This question
was put at the committee's hearings to one of
the Labour M.P.'s, Thomas Reid.

"Reid was forthright," Crum reports. "His par-
ty's pl'edges on Palestine had been highly overplayed,
he told us." (P. 51.)

One of the British members of the commit-
tee, Wilfrid Crick, a banker, wanted to, lend the
tactless Labourite a helping hand. He asked him
to explain to "our American friends" why the
Labour Party, having come to power, could
not consider itself bound by the decisions of its
conferences and the pledges it had given the
electors. He prompted Reid with a question:

" 'Would you agree that it is not entirely without
precedent that political parties, when they are faced
with the responsibility of government, do sometimes
qualify the policies they have expressed?'" (P. 52.)

But the reckless Labourite would not take
the cautious hint. 'He answered bluntly:

'"I am afraid it is worse than that. Sometimes
political parties make promises which they do not
at all carry out.... I do not think the committee
need pay an enormous amount of attention to vague
resolutions passed at Labour Party conferences.'

To which Crum 'comments:
"Since the British Labour Party was elected on

the basis of such resolutions, this struck me as
unalloyed political cynicism." (P. 52.)

At a formal luncheon tendered by Bevin to
the members of the Committee, the British For-
eign Secretary declared that the British govern-
ment would accept all the Committee's recom-
mendations. But, Crum writes:

"When I charged publicly that Bcvin had made
this promise, the British Foreign Office stated that
it had no record of it. There may be no record, for
the press was excluded, but many members of the
British Cabinet were there and heard his words."
(P. 61.)

At one of the dinners given the Committee
before leaving England Crum gathered "what
was in the mind" of some of his British col-
leagues. The British plan was quite simple. Let
the Committee make whatever recommenda-
tions it wished. Let it even decide that 100,000
Jewish refugees should be enabled to enter
Palestine. The reply would be: "Very well, that
will require six divisions of soldiers. Will the
American government provide three?" The
Americans would .say, "No," and Britain would
then declare that she was not able to bear alone
the burden of the consequences. And every-
thing would remain as of old.

"Some of .us considered it a trap," Crum
writes.

* * *
f

After visiting Western Germany, Austria,
Czechoslovakia and Egypt, the Committee pro-
ceeded to Palesfine.

"If the atmosphere of intrigue and surveillance
had been evident in London and Cairo, here it lite-
rally shouted at one," Crum says.... "After two
days in Jerusalem I felt like a character in a Hol-
lywood mystery film." (Pp. 161-163.)

Special pill boxes had been installed 'above
the entrance of the hotel where the Commit-
tee stayed and on the roofs of nearby bnild-
ings; the elevator and stair entrances were
guarded day and night by British soldiers armed
with submachine guns; the vicinity of the hotel
was enveloped in barbed wire, with machine
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guns commanding all avenues of approach:
tanks patrolled the street in 'front of the hotel.
Agents of the British Criminal Investigation
Department were assigned to each of the mem-
bers of the Committee. When they went any-
where their cars were preceded by tanks
equipped with mine detectors. The purpose of
this display of military and police vigilance
was clear:

"Every effort was made to impress upon us that
we ,had come to a land on the brink of civil war
between Jew and Arab." (P. 163.)

But in spite of all the exertions of the British
authorities it became more and more evident
to some of the American members of the Com-
mittee that Arab-Jewish enmity was artificially
maintained only on the top levels, and that the
masses of the two nationalities got on well
together. Says Crum, summing up his impres-
sions:

"The basic truth of Arab-Jewish life in Palestine
is that political conflict on high levels does not affect
the relations among the men on the street." (P. 229.)

Crum tried to ascertain on the spot how far
the talk he had heard in London of the neces-
sity of sending six divisions to Palestine was
justified. He canvassed the opinion of no less
a person than the British High Commissioner
for Palestine, Lieutenant General Sir Alan
Gordon Cunningham.

"I put a fundamental question frankly to him:
would American troops be needed in Palestine if
100.000 Jews were admitted?

"Sir Alan shot a sharp glance at me.
"'No, sir,' he said. 'But I should not mind having

a token squad of American troops here to show
everyone that the United States is behind Britain in
such a solution.'" (P. 225.)

The last stage of the Committee's itinerary
was Switzerland. Here, in Lausanne, on ,the
peaceful shores of Lake Leman, the Americans
hoped to find surcease from spying and surveil-
lance and to work in quiet on their "recom-
mendations." But the tentacles of the British
intelligence service reached out to them even
in Switzerland. Captain Ayers, of the British
Criminal Investigation Department, arrived
specially for the purpose from Palestine. He
would go through the rooms of the American
delegates, and look through their papers. If
anybody telephoned an American member of

the Committee he would find Captain Ayers at
the end of the wire demanding who was calling
and from where. The Americans' mail was
opened. Even telegrams from President Truman
to Judge Hutcheson, the American chairman
of the Committee, were first delivered to the
British consul in Geneva, and the Americans
got them unsealed.

In Switzerland the Committee reviewed the
results of its four months' investigation. The
mountain gave birth to a mouse: the Commit-
tee rejected the proposal to' create Jewish and
Arab states in Palestine and recommended the
continuation of the British mandate. It also
declared in favour of admitting 100,000 Jewish
refugees into Palestine. But this was catego-
rically turned down by Attlee and Bevin. Crum
puts the result in a nutshell:

"The fate of our Committee's recommendations
is one of the scandals of this post-war period." (P. x.)

:* * *

Crum's book throws a certain light on the
backstage aspects of Anglo-American diplom-
atic relations with regard to Palestine. True,
the Palestine problem itself is presented in a
narrow and distorted form. He practically does
not touch upon its military-strategical side, and
he has only a vague realization of the part
played in it by oil. He hazards some absolutely
incorrect opinions relative to the national prob-
lem in certain European countries. As to the
situation in Palestine, he uncritically repeats
the arguments of Zionists and is full of blind
praise of their activity. Such superficial and in-
correct views do not help a clear understand-
ing of the Palestine problem, just as the timid
recommendations of the Committee did not
help its practical solution.

The appointment of the Anglo-American
Committee of Inquiry on Palestine was one of
the first manifestations of that policy of ignor-
ing and by-passing the United Nations which
since the war has been pursued by Great Brit-
ain and the United States whenever they con-
sider it to their advantage. Crum's account
makes clear that both sides had weighty reas-
ons to avoid 'putting the Palestine problem be-
fore the open forum of world opinion. But the
attempt has been thwarted by stern realities.
The recommendations of the Anglo-American
Committee proved ineffective. Now, although
belatedly, the Palestine 'problem has come be-
fore the United Nations.

29
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The General Assembly has now under con-
sideration the recommendations made by the
Palestine committee set up at its special ses-
sion in May of this year. Two sets of recom-
mendations are before the Assembly. The Yu-
goslav, Indian and Iranian delegates proposed
that Palestine should be 'constituted a federal
republic of two states, Jew and Arab. The del-
egates of the majority of the countries repres-
ented on the committee proposed that Palestine
should be partitioned into two separate Jewish
and Arab states. But the representatives of all
countries were of one opinion on what is at
present the fundamental issue: the commit-
tee unanimously recommended that the British
mandate be revoked as soon as possible and
that Palestine be granted independence.

The British administration of Palestine has

proved utterly bankrupt. It was entirely based
on fomenting dissension and conflict between
Jews and Arabs as an excuse for brutally paci-
fying both and thus retaining Palestine as an
outpost of British imperialism. American in-
terests have their own schemes with regard to
Palestine; they hope to make it a base of
United States economic, military and political
expansion in the Near and Middle East. A
stubborn struggle is still going on behind the
scenes between the American and British poli-
ticians, impelled by selfish motives that run
sharply counter to the interests of both Arabs
and Jews and are prejudicial to the general
peace and security of the world.

Crum's book lifts a corner of the "silken cur-
tain" and affords us a glimpse of the methods
employed in this secret war.
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hillside south of the church. w.nuallg, religious

serVIe take place in this church which reuire

the intervention od an indepdenJqit body, the

British District Uantisoner, to ensure agreement

&3 to ttmtng ad %rOears.

/The
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"o

other cormmne ri t

with by the Br

acting .- on2his

ies, such incidefts aving to be dealt

itish District Goinmissiofer at once,

own authority.

In the Church

includes

site of t

number of

rights ha

s e v e n h un i

the sa t

S t v i

of

of the Holy jeullchre, which

the site of the ruifiction, the Tomb and

he Resurrection of ur Lord together with a

other less important Sitees, wnerhip nd

Lve beenmatters, O.'disuute. dring the dast

wred years. Thae Oouit.Sties haaving1 rincipal

e the (reet rhodo, the .atins and the

the other interested cozuij cities being

~, the yrlan--Xr thodox

these during the hr

these communities has

istian era one or

held imp ortant or

domfnctory po ition in relation to the others.

The present disputOs arise mainly between the

Latin and l astern churches represented by the Greek

ur thodox and the -rmenians. It should be noted

that there are .Latriachs in Jerusalem for each of

these three .ConfessionS. In the 18th century,

the L tinS supported by 2rancc, Spain and Italy

/obtai ned

, asii\/ - -W---

other

The place of A.scension which is the traditional

site from which Christ ascended to Heaven is now a

Mioslem aosgue; by custom the various ristiafn Churches,

who have claims to the site, are permitted by the

ioslems3 to celebrate their special services at

their own Feasts of the scension. During these

celebrations it is necessary for an administrative

officer to be present supported by a number of British

police in order to ensure that the arrangements

already agreed to, ar complied with. Uccasions

have arisen when one or other of the relig.ious

coramunities hasj perpetrated sotme new and novel

proceedin s in order to embarrass on oA the
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("I"4

to en-sue at the arae.n1 aled agroeeto

J.'- .. ;ue ath crutmany aut~owar c.odntA

/desecration

obtained very considorable >.hts in the church of

the Hly 4epulchre*. TheGee .rt.hodox position,

obtained wi.th the support o ruYsiL wis based on

Frirwmann granted by the zurk to the u rt hod ox

Pn trip chs in the middle o f the nineteenth onfury.

According to the.x mnda"f to ud.rIer :fh"ich is3 ajoaty's

G government administered P5alestin'.e,4r theaadminis tra tion

is responsibte for maintaining th : q tiv t Uo) in

religious t ;it is the cn:ditisu which

pvailed at the time o t'the military occuation of

P'alec tLine i 1918 which th~ miitrto now attempts

to. j itain pAs tha ata n. In atherwo rdath

rcs.jditi pwhc real'pareut fteyra

of th2e 19th cetu ae t aa crie ted wi.llin e;1y by

the atins whtln h-v the suppo t if the aticn in

jditi s uecaa th °e ,confuad st+ateofaricr

ithoilth Gha a je 4Aly depular anffithe

330 jama 3 i ech year to Worl

n ' U a E ) UloUtle Julian Cle111dar

;i t~w la impossiR;ble{,to lay dwn any Ii ed procedure ''

a licbe oevr yea r c..initsome CYears the

1.ay +eut annas ou3es I tr. between themn.

I ut tncessry uring t hu hle o the atr ce lebra-

tin eWadeaatwihcurch :-1or Gontoaaion is

p ret upportedr by . uaficient forceQ:ospolie



des ee tio n of the Holy .iaes.

t 'J, hl'.:.U J .h the si tu,..i tiun is

of the H.'«Oly0 u l Ch'1 bu t ther :i

thle C',la 1imsanrightsof the vario

In t i o onrection it houldcIo b n

f 1ians (the ysiinhaenr

<<.e thl h us cle#:..:N+,144I A , ty.X,,:. b ir .L ed fur toe a

cae ofthe "'hurch

and. control.:+

aga f terlte

.. the .r i

,orteent vhr i raas it
af~: -erthe eternr

St~ inthri

wyhic 1h T 1..I «.omlebra 4i

In addi tion to th e se, erid of spioal

celebrations there is ever present the risk of sae

innovation bitng introduced by the member of one

on iton of aitha .t the expense of the others,

Only recently it wtas necessary for an administrative

officer to intervene in a Latin prooession ascending

Galvary by a route which the Or thodox alained was

c ontrar.y to the 'aa tu yg0

It should be noted itt fo 8uraX thm i Y

hund,d ear s the4 va±Tr iusk1 r4 .e ligio bodesw) hav inrg

interests in the Holy tes in alot.ia ' hve been

ndor the autho r ty of£ an independent ad forign

In the case of the hristiamno question of

crab or Jew arises. The outstaiding ui th eiat

between ,eleoiastieal interests and ai of

forg.n states. It will be remembered that one of

the incidents which led to the .rimean °ar was an

attempt by the imperial Goverment of Russia to

/establish

*01
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chuches.

The above notes may indicate to some extent the

problems involved in maintaining law and order,

peace and tranquility within those sites and

shrines which are of such significance to the peoples

of the Eastern and Western world.

siX

establish the right of controlling or restoring the

Silver Star in the Church of the Nativity which marks

the place of the birth of Christ.

Disputes at present exist between:

(a) the Latins and orthodox regard ing Calvary, the

Latin autho-rities relying on support from the

Vatican, the Orthodox on the justice of the

British Adinistration;

(b) the Orthodox and the Armenians and the Latins in

the Church of the iati ity;

(c) the Copts and the Abyssinians regarding the

section of the Church of the Holy sepulchre

known as Der es ultan: in this case both

parties to the dispute refer all matters to

their respective governments.

One of the more important responsibilities

of the British Administration in Jerusalem is the

control and supervision of the pilgrims which

flock to the Holy City in ever increasing numbers

from foreign countries and from all parts of Palestine

to attend the religious services of their respective
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PALESTINE.

9 Y/

;I

THE
report ing&
result of
Colonies
solution

COiMlITTTE had before them a1 minute& by-the Secretary
events and action taken on the previous day as a
a telegram from the Secretary of. State for the

on our intention to withdraw from Palestine if no
was found agreeable to Jews and Arabs.

LORD MONTGOMERY said he agreed with the brief submitted
by the Secretary to the Minister of Defence, at Annex II to
his minute. He felt that the Chiefs of Staff could offer no
further advice until they had studied the reports being

prepared by the Principal Administrative Officers Committee
and the Joint Planning Staff, referred to in paragraph 4 of the
minute. He suggested that this should be made clear to the
Foreign Office. He also suggested. that the report being

wjprcpared by the Joint Planning Staff should include an assess-
ment of the military implications which might follow our
agreement t takepart with owers in imposing a

AA- t sensible plan thpartition of Palestine which was generally
$ () cceptable to both Jews and Arabs.

In discussion the Chiefs of Staff..endorsed the brief

submitted by the Secretary to
expressed agreement with the
General Staff.

THE COMMITTEE:-

(a) Endorsed
to the
to the

the
view

.Ministor of Do
s of the Chief

the brief submitted
Minister of Defence,
Secretary's minute.

fence, and
of the Imperial

by the Secretary
at Annex II

(b) Agreed that no further advice could be
submitted until the reports by the Principal
Administrative Officers Committee and the
Joint Planning Staff., outlined in paragraph .

of the Secretary's minute, had been studied.

(c) Instructed the Joint Planning
in their report their commen
referred to by the Chief of
General Staff.

Staff to include
ts on the point
the Imperial

(d) Instructed the Secretary
Office of the view of

to
the

inform/ the
Chiefs of

Foreign
Staff.

cos 1155/14/10/7.
No. 2898
Annex I.
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ANNEX I

Co py of a
15th Octob
Committee

letter (reference c.O.s.1163/l5/lo/7) dated
fer,1947,from the Secretary Chiefs of Staff

to theForeign Office.

x x x

The Minister of Defence, after his
the Prime Minister and Foreign Secretary
yesterday, about the reply to the Secret
for the Colonies on Palestine, said he w
the Foreign Secretary, for his personal
copy of the Ministry of Defence brief on
A copy of this note is attached.

dis
at

ary
ouli
inf

th

cussion with
the Cabinet
of State

d send to
ormation, a
e sub ject.

The Chiefs
substance of
Wednesday of
give their f
implications
Palestine.
Officers and
covering the
Office.
of Staff
present

Unti
do n

time.

l1
lot

of Staff this morning
the brief and asked
next week they wou

urther views about
of the evacuation

At present, the Pri
the Joint Planning
various questions

they
wish

receive
to say

ld
th

of
nc
S

these
anyth

endorse eoithe
me to say that by
be in a position to

e strategic
our forces from

ipal Administrative
taff are hard at it in
ised by the Foreign
reports, the Chiefs

ing further at the

x

)I
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PALEST INE

(Previous R eene - ----. .7LS 7)128th Meeting,Minute 3
THE

of the Chie
Washington,
Secretary's
accordingly.

SECRETARY
fs of Staf
prepared
minute+,

Subsequently, the' For
further consideration they ha
telegram to H.M.Ambassador in

was informed by telephone of the comments
f on a draft telegram to H.M.Ambassador,
by the Foreign Office, attached to a
and the Foreign Office was informed

eign Office notified that after
.d decided not to send such a
Washington.
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MINISTRY OF DEFENCE,

GREAT GEORGE STREET.

Tel. No. : Whitehall 7000 FA.W.0
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I1
TOP SECRET

MINI STER

You asked for my comments on the attached telegram
the Colonial Secretary.

2.

(a)

(b)

from

The telegram raises two main issues:-

Whether or not we should now commit ourselves
to a date when, in the absence of a solution
acceptable to both sides, His Majesty's
Government propose to withdraw.

What contribution we ourselves should
the discussions in New York towards
forming of a satisfactory solution.

make
the

in

Possible Date of Withdrawal

3. I submit that
Government to commit
from Palestine. My

it would be
itself now
reasons are

a great mistake for His Majesty's
to a specific date for withdrawal

as follows:-

1J _ 
i&Lt

(a)

(b)

We are only proposing to withdraw in the event
of disagreement between the Arabs and the
Jews and this postulates a measure of
hostility from one side or the other during
our withdrawal. Although partition seems
to be emerging as the solution from New York,
we have no idea what the boundary between
the two States will be and have, therefore,
no conception of the degree of hostility
with which we shall have to contend in
withdrawal. We cannot, therefore, at this
stage say how long it will take us to get
out.

No decision has yet been reached on the shape
mad nature of the transitional administration
to which we shall have to hand over, nor'do
we know whether that administration will be
backed with organised armed strength.
Announcement of a date now might, therefore,
bring us to a point when we have to withdraw
and leave the country without any administration
or security.

Whilst the re-emphasis of our intention
withdraw would undoubtedly make quite
fixed determination, it seems that an
announcement of a date would have no
breaking the obstinacy of the Arabs ai
Jews. On the contrary, according to
Abdullah, it is our presence there mot
anything else which is restraining ac
opposition.

to
clear our

effect in
nd the
King

re than
tive Arab

A

-l-

(c)

S.,

4

'r



U.K. Contribution to the Solution

4. 1 The Americans an
partition in principle.
bitterly opposed to it
modifications to the pr
our assistance.
as far as it is
between the two
economic assets
to put forward
which, without
might bring the
our political,
keep the Russians

d the Russi
The Jews

and must no
esent plan

If we fail to ex
possible to go in
parties, we stand
in the Arab World.

some modification t
causing the Jews to
Arabs
economic

out.

to acquiesce
c and strate

ans have said that they favo
accept it and the Arabs are

w realise that any
can only be achieved with
ercise our influence at leas
achieving acquiescence
to lose our strategic and

Surely here is our chance
o the scheme of partition
withdraw their acceptance,

nce. We might then retain
gic position in Palestine

ur

t

and

5.

course
scheme

The consequences of alienating the Arab World
extend beyond the future of Palestine into the
of Commonwealth Defence.

subsidiary Points

(a) The possibility of our
fringe of Palestine,
area, is ruled out b
conditions.

withdrawing to the
e.g. in the Tegeb

ecause of geographical

(b) Lasting hostility from the Arab World will
gravely prejudice our chances of a firm
hold on the Middle East because it is
unlikely that we shall gain any strategic
facilities from any of the Arab States, or
their support for our claim to Cyrenaica.

(c) Unless we hand
properly supp
stand to lose
facilities in

over to a competent authority
orted by security forces, we
our economic and strategic
Palestine.

To sum up, I suggest:-.

(a) You support the
d eternination

(b) You strongly oppose
for withdrawal at

idea of re-emphasizing our
to wi thdraw.

the mention of a date
this stage.

(c) You advocate that we should use our influence
to modify the partition plans in such a way
as to bring the greatest measure of
acquiescence between the Arabs and Jews as
possible.

( j )D. C. 7 r' ~ N

I must also mention that
taken - if only the delay
Chiefs of Staff should be
opportunity to tender the

before a decision
is by tomorrow -

given the
ir advice.

14.th October, 1947

6.

do of
whole

7

'I

LI

is
the
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It is suggested that this telegram should
be repeated to the Arab posts and to Jerusalem
for the personal information of our representatives
and the High Commissioner. They should clearly
be informed of what is going on so that they may
take a suitable line if questioned. The matter
should, however, be treated as very secret at this
stage. I submit a draft telegram.

The scheme described is in k
Mr. Beeley's thesis that it is now our
bring the Americans (as representing t
behind the Jews) into direct negotiati
Arabs. Thus the two forces, which hav
now made it impossible for us to find
will be brought into direct contact an
no longer be in the thankless role of

telegram
launch
however
is now
Ministe
Baghdad
pro-Ara
in view
of the
idea to

It seems evident
am that we would on balance have preferred to
this attempt at a later date. It has not,
, been possible to hold it up and the matter
in the hands of Mr. Wadsworth (lately U.S.

;r in Beirut and now U.S. Ambassador at
). Mr. Wadsworth is well known for his

Lb views, but I think he may find it difficult,
of the present stand of the U. S. in favour

Majority Plan for partition, to "sell" the
U. S. Officials and Politicians.

.eeping with
policy to

he main stren
ons with the
e up till
a settlement,
d we shall
in termediary.

gth

This telegram is being distributed in the
usual way to the Colonial Office, the War Office,
the Admiralty and the Air Ministry.

IP 01e
(J.G.S. Beith)

24th Oc tober , -1947.
1~
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Minutes.

P 1947
V.

I have only Just seen telegra
No.3018 of October 22nd from New York upon which
Kirkbridg comments in his telegram No. 322 of
30th October. It is impossible to reject out of
hand the opinion of aryone so experienced as
Kirkbride or to forget Nuri's passion for intrigue.
At the same time there are two or three points
which I think must be taken into consideration
before this plan is written off as useless. They
are:-

(a) The initiative not come from
Nuri himself.

(b) I am convinced that he is both sincere
in his desire to see the Palestine
question settled in a way not too
contrary to Arab hopes and also that he
rejected the Mufti as hopelessly
uncompromising long ago.

(c) He knows that King Abdullah is not
popular in several of the Arab countries
and told me himself some months ago
that he found the Regent of Iraq very
difficult to interest for long in arw
serious project.

2. It is unseessazry to enlarge upon the
qualifications of King Ibn Saud as a spokesman for
the Arab point of view and, although Sir A. Kirkbride
sei, suggests that the spotlight would fall on
the "Saudists", I cannot see -that his choice could
have fallen on arg other leader or that he could
have effectively eliminated the Mufti's influence
by ary other acceptable device.

3rd November, 194.7.

Mr. , Eastern Dept.
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and shuld b
[This telegram
retained by the

is of particular secrecy
authorised recipient and

and should be
not passed; on]

Cypher/OTP

FROM NEW YORK

DIPLOMATIC

TO FOREIGN

(SECRET)

OFFICE

(From United Kingdom Delegation to United Nations)

No. 3018

22nd October

Repeated

D. 1.57
R. 10.10

1947

p.m.
p.m.

to Washington

1947

22nd October 1947

IMMEDIATE
F EREiT

Following
4 for Burrows from Beeley. fA

Palestine.

At a recent meeting of Commonwealth delegates on the
subject of Palestine Dr. Evatt enquired which of the Arab
delegates would be most ready to consider proposals for
conciliation. Nuri Pasha was suggested. Man [sic] and I
have since heard from Nuri himself that he was approached
by Evatt with the suggestion that a sub-Committee of the
Palestine Committee should be formed to explore the
possibility of conciliation.

2. Nuri welcomed this suggestion, which has also been
discussed by Evatt with the Turkish Delegation and
ap arently with some others. He thinks however, that
nothing can come of it because - apart from probable
Jewish obstinacy - the Arab Delegations here would be

bound to take instructions from home which would mean that

the decisive influence on their attitude would lie with the

Mufti of Jerusalem. Nuri has therefore been trying to think
of some wa of eliminating the Mufti's influence so that on

the Arab side at least a measure of compromise would become

a possibility. He has now hit upon the following idea which

has also been expounded to us - at a separate and earlier
interview - by Hafiz Wahba.

3. The idea is that an attempt at joint arbitration should

be made by Ibn Saud in person together with a representative

of United States Government. The other Arab States would

bind themselves in advance to accept any award agreed upon

by the two principals. It would then be impossible for the
Mufti to resist it effectively. The meeting should take

place in Jedda or Riyadh.

4. Having worked
Feisal who asked for t
his father. On 19th 04
plan was acceptable a

attendance during the

out th
time to
ctoberaiding
adviser
talks.

is plan Nuri first approached
consider it and to refer to

Feisal infored Nuri that the
however that it would be well
'from tie other Arab States in
This would make it easier for

/ him....
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hire to go to the limit of reasonable concessions ,-

5. Nuri thereupon approached the Heads of the
other Arab Delegations and Jamal Husseini all of
whon gave. their approval to the plan. The way was
thus clear for an approach to the Anericans.

6. Before. forally discussing' the proposal with
the.. Americans which he hoped to do at a very high
level Nuiri ,wished us to take sone preliminary soundings
and let hitn. knov/ vihat the chances appeared to be. I
suggested that the Aericans having comnnitted then-
selves.so outspokenlto the U.N.S.C.0.P. ra;jority
plan mihtfind it difficult to engage now in

discussions obviously directed towards a different
solution iand that the titae for Arab-igaer.can
conversations night not come until it was clear that
the As'sembly could provide no effective settlement of
the problem. To this Nuri replied that if the

.Asperbsly failed to. solve the problem Arab spirits would
at on.e rise and it would become more difficult for
Ibn Saud to nake adequate concessions. In any case
nothing could be lost by making an attempt now. His
Majesty's Governnent would surely be pleased if a
settlement could be arrived at in the way he suggested.
I agreed and promised to -pass on what he had tolcne
to the State Department.

7. I have accordingly given the story to
Wadsworth of the United States Delegation who wi-ll
keep me informed of developments.

8. Neit
basis on whi
possible. I

Saris Bey is
solution and
telegram No.
Arabs might
Moohsapison

her Nuri nor .Sheikh Hafiz indicated the
ch they thought an agreed settlement was
learn fron:1 another source however that

s eaking of cantonisation as an acceptable
t his fits in with the report in Beirut
756 to Foreign Office that Azzam thinks the

now accept something on the lines of the
plan.

9. Please inform Colonial Office.

[Copy sent to Mr. BurrowsT
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[This telegram
retained by the

is of particular isec rd
authorised recipient and not

Cypher/OTP DIPIOMATCO

should
passed

(SEC.T)

FROM N ::YOKK TO C -OlREN (O%T0 FI C

(From United Kingdom Delegation to United Nations)

No. 3018

22nd October

D. 1.57
R.10.10

1 47

p.m.
p s..

22nd
22nd

October
October

Repeated to Washington

Following for Burrows from Beeley.

Palestine.

At a recent meeting of Commonwealth delegates on the
subject of Palestine Dr. Evatt enquired which of the Arab
delegates would be most ready to consider proposals for
conciliation. Nuri Pasha was suggested. Man [sic] and I
have since heard from Nuri himself that he was approached
by Evatt with the suggestion that a sub-Committee of the
Palestine Committee should be formed to explore the
possibility of conciliation.

2. Nuri welcomed this suggestion. which has also been
discussed by 'vatt with the Tuikish Delegation and
apparently with some others. He thinks however, that
nothing can come of it because - apart from probable
Jewish obstinacy - the Arab Delegations here would be
bound to take instructions from home which would mean that
the decisive influence en their attitude would lie with the
Eufti of Jerusalem. Nuri has therefore been trying to think

of some wa of eliminating, the .ufti's influence so that on
the Arab side at least a me sure of compromise would become
a possibility. He has no; hit upon the following idea which
has also been expounded to us - at a separate and earlier
interview - by Hafiz Wfahba.

1~

5. The idea is that an attempt at joint
be made by Ibn Saud in person together with
of United States Goverrment. The other Arab
bind themselves in advance to accept any awa
by the two principals. It would then be imps
.ufti to resist iteeffectively. The meeting

place in Jedda or Riyadh.

arbitration should
a representative
States would
rd greed upten
ssible for the
sho uld-take

4. Having worked out this plan Nuri first approached
Feisal who asked for time to consider it and to refer to
his father. On 19th October Feisal informed Nuri that the
plan was acceptable adding , however that it would be well
for the Kingta have advisers from t~e other Arab States in
attendance during the talks. This would make it easier for
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him to go to the limit of reasonable concessions.

5. Nuri thereupon aproached the Heads of the
other Arab Delegations ana Jamal Husseini all of
who gave their approval to the plan. The way was
thus clear for an approach to the Americans.

6. Befibre formally discussing the proposal with
the Americans which he huped te d at a very high
level Nuri wishes us to take some preliminary soundings
and let him know what the chances appeared to be. I
suggested that the Americans having committed them-
selves so outspokenly to the U.N.S.C.O.P. a jority
plan might find it difficult to engage now in
discussions obviously directed towas a different
solution and that the time for Arab-American
conversations .ight not come until it was clear that
the Assenbly could i-revide no effective settlement of
the problem. T this Nun replied that if the

Assembly failed to solve the problem Arab spirits would
at once rise and it vould becoe more difficult for
Ibn-Saudi to make adequate concessions. In any case
nothing could be lost by king 8n attempt now. His
-a ,esqtys'svemient wuld surely be pleased if a
settlement could be arrived at in the way he s-igrested.
I agreed and premised te pass on what he h tolme
to the State partment.

7. I have accordingly given the story to
'amsworth of the United Stapts Delegation who will
keep me informed of develepnents.

8. Neither huri nor Sheikh Hafiz indicated the
basis on which they thought an agreed settlement was
possible. I learn from another source however that
Faris Bey is s eaking of cant:nisation as an acceptable
solution and this fits in with the report in Beirut
telegram N1o. 756 to Foreign Office that Azzam thinks the
Arabs might now accept something en the lines of the

oe psmn plan.

9. Please inform Celonial Office.

[Copy sent to Kr. Burrows]
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[This telegram is
retained by the

of particular secrecy and should be
authorised recipient and not passed on]

E9908/46/G
Confidential
Cypher/OTlp

FROM FOREIGN OFFICE TO HIS MAJESTY'S REPRESENTATIVES A T

AM 
BIRUtT
DAMASCUS

N 1962
No. 925
No. 440
No. 469
No, 665
No. 546

October

Repeated

25th, 194.

to United Kingdom
Washington No.

D. 5.25 a.n. October

Delegation New York No,
11068 and Jerusalem

r 26th,
194.

3656,

ORtiTANT
CONFIDETIAL

Palestine.

I am repeating to you for your personal and tep
information New York telegrami No. 5018. You should
aware of the situation in case any repercussions may
you, but the subject matter should be treated as top

secret
be
reach
secret.

2. The scheme is an interesting one, though it
will be difficult to find a moment at which both Jews and
Arabs are ready to make any appreciable concessions. It
will be best for His Majesty's Government not to become
directly associated with the scheme for the time being.
If asked for your advise on it you should say that His
Majesty's Government welcome any move designed to improve
the chances of an agreed settlement, though they are not
themselves at present committed to any particular means
of doing so.
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P R S EC

OFFIC.
Cypher/OTP.

FROM NEW YORK TO FOREIGN

(From United Kingdom Delegation to Unit ed Nations).

22nd October

Repeated to:

ItIDIATE.

1947.

D. 6.18

R. 1.24

Washington

p.m.

a,m.

22nd October

23rd October

(Saving).

SECRET.

PERSONAL.

Following
Colonial Secretary

for Secretary of State from

[Begins]

The Palestine Committee met yesterday and today
and had before it all the proposals which emerged from
the general discussion and were embodied in my earlier
telegrams Nos.2983 and 2992. The Russians wanted to
pass immediately to acceptance of principle of
partition but this suggestion was defeated and Evatt
with ovxrwhelming support insisted that Committee should
appoint a sub-committee of persons sympathetic to
partition to submit a scheme within eight days. This
sub-committee would consider boundaries and other
adjustments and such matters as immigration, substitute
authority for Palestine and implementation so that full
Committee may know with more precision what it would
be asked to vote on and have full realisation of what
is involved by their vote. At same time a second
sub-committee would study the Arab proposals for a
similar purpose. There would be a conciliation sub-
committee as well available throughout the rest of the
Committee's work to reduce area of disagreement between
Jews and Arabs and bring them to common ground if
possible.

2. Though present I have not contributed to these
discussions because I felt that the United Nations
should feel its own way to methods of procedure for
reaching a solution; but weighing up situation here I
thought Evatt's line the wiser way of beinging Committee
to face realistically the problem of partition. At
this stage I think, we should not get involved in
procedural matters. We had better keep our freedom
until the United Nations has reached some tentative
conclusions by not committing ourselves to one scheme
or another and by not serving as members of the
sub-committees. I have offered all the experience and
knowledge we possess for the use of the sub-committees
and we shall be ready to sit with them and give
information and for example, indicate difficulties
involved in park icular proposals.

/ 3. We

0

0

1947.

1947.
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5. We cannot deal with our Displaced Persons

Resoltont next wek but subconltteesarethis
o[ course quite free to make recommendations on this

topic for consideration by the full Committee0

[Ends].
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Cypher/OTP. P R I S E .

FROM NEW YORK TO FOIRPIGN OFFICE,

(From United Kingdom Delegation to United Nations).

No, 6021.

22nd October 1947.

Repeated to:

IMMEDIATE.

D. 6.18 p.m.

R. 1.24 a.m.

(saving).

SECRET.

PERSONAL.

Following for Secretary
Colonial Secretary.

[Begins]

of State from

k41

The Palestine Committee met yesterday and today
and had before it all the proposals which emerged from
the general discussion and were embodied in my earlier
telegrams Nos.2983 and 2992. The Russians wanted to
pass immediately to acceptance of principle of
partition but this suggestion was defeated and Evatt
with overwhelming support insisted that Committee should
appoint a sub-committce of persons sympathetic to
partition to submit a scheme within eight days. This
sub-committee would consider boundaries and other
adjustments and such matters as immigration, substitute
authority for Palestine and implementation so that full
Committee may know with more precision what it would
be .asked to vote on and have full realisation of what
is involved by their vote. At same time a second
sub-committee would study the Arab proposals for a
similar purpose. Thero would be a conciliation sub-
committee as well available throughout the rest of the
Committee's work to reduce area of disagreement between

Jews and Arabs and bring them to common ground if
possible.

2. Though present
discussionsubecause I
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roREn. ontICE, SW.1.

24th October, 1947,

After sing the Colonial Secretary's
telegrams Iose 3003, 3021 and 3031 from
Now York, the Foreign Seretary feels that
the balance of advantage may lie in Mr.
Cneoh-Jonn coming home. The Colonial
Office my agree with this view.
Would you let me know whether the Prime
Minister agrees that a further telegram
should be sent to Mr. Gresh-Jones in the
terms of the enclosed drft, in which the
Under-Beeretery of State for the Colonies
has concurred.

(Sd.) P. J. DIXON

J. L. Pumphroy, Seg.,
10, Downing Street.

sqI



P.D.

NEW YORK. IMMEDIATE.

TOP SECRET.

No.....

Cypher

Date.....

Diplomatic Secret.

For concurrence.
of Prime Minister.

Your telegram No.3003 fdf October 21st:

Colonial Secretary and Palesti v

Personal for Colonial eoretary from

the Prime Minister and Foreign Secretary..

We fully realise what a number of tasks

are awaiting you at home and how inconvenient

it is for you to be away. We are not clear

from your telegrams Nos. 3021 and 3031 when

the question of principle will come up, but

gather that matters are not likely to come to a

head just yet. We therefore feel that you

should be free to come home whenever you

judge the moment opportune. You will no

doubt determine your actual date of departure

in the light of developments of the Palestine

situation which you are much better able to

assess than ourselves.

2. We should like to know whether in

your absence Cadogan will be in charge of the

Palestine question.
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Cypher/OTP

Mr. Dundas
No. 88
23rd October,

Repeated

CABIN ISTBIBUION

FR DAMASCQUS T0

1947.

to Foreign

My telegram No.

Office

85.

JERUSALEM

66 24th t Ar15 24t r

No. 466

2j
While [?gp.omitted] Minister of Defence to-day

on the occasion of [gp.undec.] he told me that the
Syrian President was very much pleased with the
communique published in Jerusalem yesterday
concerning the frontier incidents which in his
opinion had "said exactly the right things".

The Minister of Defence went on to say
the Syrian army had "to make faces at
they wculd in no circumstances fight

3ritish.

that
the
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[This telegram
ret ained by the

Cypher/0TP

is of particular secrecy and should
authorised recipient and not passed

be
$o ]

CABINlT DLSTRI

Mr. Dunas
N 46 br

23Zrd Octogberm 1947.

D. 6.10

R. 7.44

:BTION

r25 OIT--J ,7i
p.m. 23rd

p.m. 26rd October, 1947.

Repeated to : Jerusalem
Beirut

CONFINTIAL

Jerusalem
the Colonies.

telegram No. 1449 to Secretery of State far

Frontier incidents.

All incidents have now been settled and everyone is
[gp. undec. ? content]. again. I fully share the High

Commissioner's view that there is a danger that the incidents
may be exaggerated in the press and I have d one my best to
ensure that they should be treated by everyone here as mis-
takes having no political significance.

2. T
Foreign
Jewish
which.

he Head of Political Section, Syrian
n Affairs, has tod ay give n me a list

action in the neighbourhood of the S
his Government considers prove ative.
importance.

in is try of
of complaints as
yrian frontier

None of them

5. I pointed out that Syrian .manoeuvres had obviously
resulted in an increased determination on the part of the Jews
to be redy to defend themselves if attacked: but that as
long. as we r emained responsible for the administration of
Palestine we would ensure that there was no threat to Syria
from the inhabitants of Palestine.

4. Until British Forces withdrew from Syria information was
exchanged between Syrian army and British military authorities
in Palestine on the position of military frontier posts and I

understand similar information is still exchanged between the
two police forces.

5. If you and the High Commissioner see n : objection I
would ask the Syrian Minister of Defence informally whether he
would a.res to the Commander of the North Legion keeping in
t ouch with the British comander in North Palestine and exchan-
ging information through their respective staffs concerning
the positioning of posts in the frontier area, with a view to
co-ordination of efforts to prevent smuggling and illegal
crossings of the frontier. Such ce-operation might lead to
the withdrawal of 1edundaft posts and would, I be4ve,
materially decrease the risk of frontier incidet

Repeated te~ Beirut as may telegram No. 0.

to
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[This telegram is
retained by the4

Cypher/uTP

of particular secrecy i' should be
authorised recipient and not passed on].

IPLOlATIC (SEET)

FRU 11J2 Yu4 Tj1U F~OlIGN UF ICE

(From United Kingdom Dele

No. 3062.
October 24th, 1947.

R peat to 6 ashington.
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J have lbeen trying, before Sub-Coommittee I
of the Palestine Comittee proceeds any farther, to
arrange a Aeetinlg with the United Jtates delegation.
They inform us however, that Douglas is being sent to
London to try to develop the United States viewpoint
with you. They feel that there would be little
advantage in discussions here until after your
exchange of views with Douglas.

2. I do not know what Douglas will propose.
United States delegation here express anxiety at the
tendency of our two Governrments towards opposite
conclusions on this question.
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